Turbo-Doc EMR Upgrades
Turbo-Doc continues to improve and evolve.  In order to know about the latest changes, bug fixes and improvements......See the NEW FEATURE and UPGRADE SUMMARY list below.

========NEW FEATURE and UPGRADE SUMMARY==========
10/15/2015  (SQL version 11.4 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Bug fixed where printing Prescriptions using customized setting could replace part of name with other phrases. 
#2. * This will likely be the LAST UPDATE as we are shutting down TurboDoc.  This will reflect the limited upgrade/conversion to ICD-10 which will help our users continue using TurboDoc until they find a replacement.  The ICD-9 Codes built into the program have been updated to reflect ICD-10 codes.  The codes that exist in the user configurable files need to be updated.
The file PAST.PET has been updated to common ICD-10 codes.  Some ICD-9 codes remain.  This file may be edited and tweaked in the NOTEPAD program and then saved without the .txt extension.  Ie the file must be PAST.PET
The other user configurable files exist with the extension .IIT.  These files may be edited and tweaked in the NOTEPAD program and then saved without the .txt extension.  Ie the file must be HERNIA.IIT etc.
  
#3. *  Effective October 1, 2015 Turbo-Doc EMR will discontinue offering new Tech Support/Maintenance Agreements and program updates.  

All existing agreement will be honored until their expiration dates.

We would like to  thank all of our loyal customers who for years have used the Turbo-Doc program, but with the added costs created by new government regulations, we find it necessary to shut down Turbo-Doc EMR operations.

Customers with a current maintenance/upgrade agreement can contact us via E-Mail at support@turbodoc.com for any program problems and technical support.

12/5/2014  (SQL version 11.4 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Bug fixed where Default Settings Files not updated correctly when active on a network.   

7/9/2014  (SQL version 11.4 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Bug fixed where memory was not being released efficiently when saving to the database.  

9/19/2013  (SQL version 11.4 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Bug fixed where saving an image in the draw box and closing the file without saving the entire record again did not archive the photograph from the c:\turbodoc\bak folder to the server database.  

#2. * Tracking field size for individual users and individual patients limited to improve efficiency and speed on larger database.  

4/4/2013  (SQL version 11.3 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Updated Surgeries is now highlighted on the review chart page when a new surgical procedure is created using TurboDoc and it is added to the PSH.  The new procedure will not show up on the prior notes but will show up on future notes, but is displayed when reviewing to assist with follow up visits.

#2. * When printing out the Demographics Face Sheet, the Customized Face sheet and the past history can be added together.  You will be asked if you would like to do this.  

#3. * Improved past history and patient history table synchronization.

#4. * The past history is now separated with BOLD for positives and non bold for negatives when printing the Demographics Face Sheet.
#5. * The print out on the bottom of the page under the signature now states “Printed mm/dd/yyyy to avoid confusion.  Activating and using passwords will allow you to sign off and the date of the signature and lock will appear as part of the signature.  If you have a signature file (copy of your encrypted signature) that image will be printed.  (The encrypted signature file is available from TurboDoc.)
12/13/2012  (SQL version 11.3 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Archiving Operative_Notes done while not attached to the Server were intermittently dropping the signature and thus not reporting the Sign Off information correctly to the Server Database has been corrected.

10/19/2012  (SQL version 11.3 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Chart is correctly locked when going to ADD NEW when chart has been updated on another computer. 
#2. * Additional Logging of certain errors is now created in the \\server\turbodoc\reports and log is based upon the Month and Year. 


6/7/2012  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Archiving now correctly adds the Surgical Procedure or Report to the PSH list in the background Patient History table.  Previously it was intermittently added.
#2. * Logging of certain errors is now created in the \\server\turbodoc\reports and log is based upon the Month and Year. 
#3. * Chart is correctly locked when going to Reports or Op-Notes screen.

11/22/2011  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Phone messages may now be entered that do not require the Physician/Provider to sign.  This would be for documentation of items such as normal post operative follow up calls, documenting Prescriptions called in etc.
#2. * Phone messages can now be signed off even if not using Passwords and signatures.
#3. * Bug Fix:  When copying using the CTRL C and CTRL V under certain circumstances would not keep the correct data on the clipboard.

3/06/2011  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Bug Fix:  The Conflict that would occasionally occur if two users had the same record and one made changes right before the second user was not properly updating.  This could cause loss of updated information.

12/06/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * The Scheduling bug where you would be notified of a tied Appointment when scheduling a non patient appointment has been corrected. 
#2. * The DATABASE open routines have been tightened, decreasing the risk of database corruption.

11/4/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Fixed bug in REVIEW CHART PRINT SCREEN IMAGE on patient encounters now prints selected encounter rather than last encounter.
#2. * When EDITing the ICD codes in the SIGN OFF form, you may now highlight the item you wish to remove and remove it by 
	Right Clicking on the item in the list

Double Clicking on the item in the list
Using the Delete Key (with Item High Lighted)

10/12/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Improved messaging with the OnLine Registration.

8/12/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Improved image processing.

7/29/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Right click on the patient name in the Schedule Patient List to display the Name, Birth Date and Gender.  
#2. * Images pasted into the Draw Box now reproduce at a higher quality image on future displays and print outs.

7/14/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * TurboDoc Remote Support program and instructions can now be run from the Help Menu on the Load Patient screen.  
#2. * Numerous additional background coding changes.  

6/4/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Scanning Module updated, when Adding to the list under Store Image and subset Store As, you may now enter a double minus (-- blood draw) and remove items you have on the list.  This is the same as the ADD WORD button on the MAIN working screen.  (see full description in the Manual.)
#2. * Numerous background coding changes.  

4/4/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Print lock up when only one [ bracket with out the corresponding ] has been fixed. 

3/10/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * You may now set and un-set whether the REVIEW CHART selections automatically open or not by setting the Auto Open checkbox on the REVIEW CHART screen. 

2/23/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * You may now look up Insurance Company Information on the TD-Search Module, from the load patient screen, select the Utilities Menu and then select Search Patient Records.  The Insurance table and fields are listed at the very end.  

1/30/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * You may now perform a quick look up of todays patient schedule list by selecting the SCHEDULE menu on the LOAD PATIENT form and then clicking on TODAYS SCHEUDLE. 

1/17/2010  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * When selecting Referring Doctors from the NEW PATIENT or INFO Form you may now click on one of the Alphabet Buttons which will scroll to the first referring doctor whose last name corresponds to the Alphabet Button selected.  You may also type from the keyboard, entering more than the first letter of the last name and refine the search. 
#2. * “Update Past Medical History Only” is now available under the PATIENT RECORDS menu on the LOAD PATIENT SCREEN.   This will be available to use even when the ADD  VISIT button is not enabled.
#3. * Bug fixed when you browse to a record where the associated VISIT has been deleted has been fixed.  Previously, the last visit data was used to populate the new blank visit.  

12/30/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Button header on Acute and Chronic Problem List now advised to “Double Click  HERE to Add Line.
#2. * The message allowing you to Auto Compact and Copy your database on the local computer when you are the last person exiting TurboDoc for the day is now limited to USERs who have been granted Access Level of 6 and higher.  
#3. * A new TurboDoc remote support package may also be downloaded from the website and installed on your computers allowing TurboDoc support to assist you directly on your computer.
#4. * Scanning module Get Data key combinations bug corrected.
#5. * Fixed bug when going to Vital Signs on the Review Chart Screen and BP values not entered.

11/16/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * The Custom Demographic Sheet now replaces TurboDoc Variables correctly.  
#2. * The TurboDoc Variable replacement now added to patient education sheets.
  

10/16/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Template GRID controls now re-size themselves correctly based on the width of the screen scrollbars.  This applies to HPI, PMH, ROS and SOC templates.
#2. * Height and Weight calculations work correctly even if KG and LBS are both added to the Vital Signs section. 
#3. * The TurboDoc Patient Datasearch module has been updated to match the search criteria options to the fields selected.  

10/06/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Vital Signs entered using the Quick Vital Sign form from the Load Patient screen or by using the Updating Past History Only will now be inserted in to the Quick Progress Note Form. #2. * When editing or adding to the Referring Doctor Form you may now click on one of the Alphabet Buttons which will scroll to the first referring doctor whose last name corresponds to the doctor.  You may also type from the keyboard, entering more than the first letter of the last name and refine the search. 

9/28/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * The ability to write and sign Orders,  Prescriptions and Lab requests is now enabled so this can be done from Operative Notes and Reports even is you are NOT the person who performed the H and P or Consult.  
#2. * Multiple other tweaks and general fixes have been made.

9/1/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Due to various BLOCKS and RESTRICTIONS by Windows Vista and Windows 7 (Oct 2009) on manipulation of files within the WINDOWS folder, we have moved the location of the TurboDoc.ini file from the WINDOWS folder to a new folder in c:\turbodoc\settings.  
When you run the latest upgrade or the TDLauncher program runs, the SETTINGS folder is created and the WINDOWS\TURBODOC.ini file is copied to the SETTINGS folder.  If you would like you may delete the WINDOWS\TURBODOC.ini file.
NOTE:  With the upgrade, the OTHER programs associated with TurboDoc32.exe will also be updated automatically, HOWEVER, if you have purchased the SCANNING MODULE  (TD_Import32.exe) you must download and install the latest version, August 2009 or later.
If you are using SYNC (10xTD_Sync.exe) you must contact TurboDoc for an Upgraded version.

7/1/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * The LISTBOX at the bottom of the Phone\Message Form bug has been fixed.  You may need to manually delete the [CustomDatalocation]\PhoneMsg.set file to re-set it’s functionality.
 
6/26/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * The FORCE UN-LOCK record menu option under utilities will now display the computer that locked the patient record and the UserName of who locked the record.  (The UserName only appears if you have HIPAA and Passwords enabled).  This will help you determine which computer may have a record open so it can be closed.  The FORCE UN-LOCK should be used on rare occasions when the record is locked but no one appears to be using the record.  Force un-locking a record can lead to database corruptions if two users are using the same data on two different computers and save the data.  
#2. * Referring providers with two first names will now display correctly in the HPI section as the patient was referred by xxxxx xxx xxx.
#3. * Intermittent dropped data from HPG files bug is now corrected. 


6/2/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Phone Message CHANGES made while NOT connected to the server may be Archieved as any other note.  Be aware, that changes you make will overwrite any changes your office staff may have made to the Phone Message section while you were NOT connected to the server.  
#2. * SignOff & Save has been enabled and now saves work after signing off.
#3. * The LIST box on the bottom of the Phone Message screen may now be edited by selecting the ADD/EDIT option from the list.

6/1/2009  (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * Phone Message entries may now be Emailed or sent as a Text Message.  The Text Message is limited to 140 characters of text beyond the first 4 lines (those automatically added by TurboDoc).   You need to add the cell phone number as a 10 digit number without spaces, hypen or parenthesis.  (ie 5301234567)  The carrier string is obtained from your Cell Phone carrier.  It always starts with the @ sign.  (ie  @vtext.com for Verizon)
More Cell Phone carrier strings are located in the TurboDoc Knowledgebase at
http://www.turbodoc.net/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=2738" http://www.turbodoc.net/forum/forum_posts.asp?TID=2738

#2. * Export from the Print Screen now adds Microsoft OutLook  to the option list for sending Email.  If you have Microsoft OutLook installed it will open with the SAVED file automatically attached.    If you do not have Microsoft OutLook you will have to manually attach the file.  (OutLook Express not considered Microsoft OutLook.)  
(Advanced Users:  If you have Microsoft Outlook but do not wish to use it and want a different Email program instead you may edit the TurboDoc.Ini file and add the following to the 
 [WORKING MODE]
UseMSOutLook = False
#3. * The Excel Export feature and the Print options for the Patient Files Archive Report has been enhanced.
#4. * Summary boxes on the Quick Progress Note have been enlarged.  


4/26/2009   (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * If you have Default RX printer set and are not attached to that printer any longer the program would default to the default printer on the computer.  Now you can choose between the default printer and or select a new printer from the available printers.  The Default RX printer will not be changed unless you choose the option.  
#2. * Using the OnLine registration will now track who the Registrar (person entering the data) is if using in Multi-user mode with the HIPAA passwords enabled. 

4/1/2009   (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
#1. * When working with PROBLEM LISTS you may now double click on the heading Chronic Problem or Acute Problems to add a blank line to the list where you can manually enter additional problems that may not display in the pick list.
#2. * Print and RX now available in Phone/Message area.
3/20/2009   (SQL version 11.2 only  must upgrade to 11.2 for these features)
Version 11.2 represents a major upgrade, implementing many planned features included below.  This required additional fields to be added to the database so an upgrade was required.
#1. * Phone/Messages have been added to the LOAD PATIENT screen menu.  If you have an active visit from today created, the Phone Message will be added to the current visit.  If the current visit is older than today or another users visit is the latest, a NEW PHONE MESSAGE visit will be displayed.
	The User who creates the note will automatically be added as will the date and time with the patients phone numbers.

List box items can be used to populate the box above.
Free text may be entered and edited.
After the note is saved, clicking on the Drop Down Listbox will allow the Active Doctor to display a list of Phone/Messages that have been created but have not yet been signed off by the Active Doctor.  Password is required if you are using passwords (highly recommended and required with HIPAA).
	If the phone/message has been created but not signed it will display on the top of the current visit window in red.  When the Phone/Message is signed, the text will remain at the top of the visit window but will display in gray.  These are currently not printed when selecting Visit Information to print.

#2. * The TurboDoc DRAW box has been enhanced with the addition of the Copy and Paste options allowing you to copy what is displayed in the ACTIVE PICTURE Box to the computers clipboard.  Paste allows you to bring Clipboard Images and PASTE them into the ACTIVE PICTURE box.   A new button has also been added, MS PAINT, which allows you to open Microsoft Paint and use the advanced image handling features of MS Paint.  You can use the COPY button in the draw box to copy the image to the clipboard, open it in MS Paint, manipulate it and then Copy it from MS Paint and Paste it in the TurboDoc DRAW box.
This is useful in capturing X-Ray images or very large images where you would like to RESIZE or CROP images.
HINT:  If you have an image on your screen that you would like to capture, simply hit the PRNT SCRN button (print screen) on your keyboard.  This will copy your screen image onto the clip board.  Open Microsoft Paint, paste the image and either resize, highlight a portion of the image  or CROP the image, then select the COPY button from MS Paint.  Then you can use the PASTE button within TurboDoc’s draw box to PASTE that image.  
#3. * Quick Chart has been removed from the LOAD PATIENT screen menu and replaced with the NEXT => and <=BACK button on the visit preview window.  Hitting the Next => button goes to older and older records and the BACK bring you forward.  If you are NOT on the most recent visit, the background turns from White to Blue.
#4. * On the Draw box you may set the Pen Text Color and the Draw Line Color individually or you may use the update SET PEN/TEXT color to set both to the same color at the same time, saving keystrokes.  Also the color GRAY has been added to the color options for the Pen and the Draw Box.

3/14/2009   (SQL version 11.x only)
#1. *  Quick Vitals:  This is a new feature allowing vital signs to be entered in a template fashion.  You may use the keyboard, mouse or pen to expedite data entry.  When using the keyboard or key pad, the next item in the list is selected by hitting the TAB or ENTER key.  The mouse and pen can be used to select the individual numbers and hitting the ENTER key or the => button will move to the next item in the template.  The Quick Vitals button can be used from the LOAD PATIENT screen to enter vitals before the visit is added.  This feature is similar to using the ADD VISIT button the UPDATE PAST HISTORY ONLY button and entering vitals.
The Quick Vitals can NOT be used to edit existing vital signs from the LOAD PATIENT screen.  However, the Quick Vitals template can be used from the Vitals Section of the MAIN WORKING screen if you are editing an existing visit or adding a new visit.
#2. *  Comprehensive notes are now including the search for prior records to import from the ADD VISIT screen.  
#3. *  Image resizing with reading in outside images and selected print outs has been improved for consistency and quality of image.
#4. *  In the Quick Progress Note section, anything entered with S/P and an associated date, the date will now be added.  S/P right inguinal hernia  is now displayed with the date, S/P right inguinal hernia on 5/2/2008.
#5. *  TDLauncher now correctly updates Vista Computers.
 
1/8/2009   (SQL version 11.x only)
#1. *  If selecting Print without adding the Dx to the Lab Request button is selected, the appropriate list of cc:  referring doctors is added.    (Bug fix)
#2. *  Updated Allergy is displayed on the RX and Lab request print out.
#3. *  You may now add additional degrees to the referring doctor list.  You may select the pre-defined or type in your own degrees, ie  M.D., PhD etc.
#4. *  When writing pre-op admission orders, evening or HS medications now reflect taking them the evening before surgery.

12/29/2008   (SQL version 11.x only)
#1. *  If the Allergies or Medications have been updated since the last note, the current Allergy and Medications will be listed as part of the Preview with the heading UPDATED MEDICATIONS:  or UPDATED ALLERGIES:  	With the associated data displayed.  

12/17/2008   (SQL version 11.x only)
#1. *  The ability to add Images to letters to referring doctor letters has been added.
#2. *  Adjustments to the image printing routine when multiple images are included.  The code now tries to adjust for size of image and attempt to make them more symmetrical in size. 
#3. *  Multiple updates and housecleaning items to the basic program. 

10/27/2008   (SQL version 11.x only)
#1. *  Multiple updates to the SCHEDULER and PRINT routines to stabilize.  Also, many changes to the Pocket PC routine which will soon be released allowing connection with the Windows 5 and 6 PDA.  

8/22/2008   (SQL version 11.x only)
#1. *  11.x TurboDoc and 11.x Scan/Import Module now has 4 additional new tables.   These 4 tables will be visible on the Review Chart section if any data is stored as part of the patients record.  These 4 tables are available in the new  11.x Scanning/Import Module.  Going paperless will be even easier with these new tools.  We recommend the Fujitsu Snapscan, a link to a reputable location for purchase is listed in the TurboDoc OnLine Store under the Hardware setting.
Orders_Rx_Labs table allows saving documents pertaining to Orders, Prescriptions, Consent Forms or Lab documents.   Printing Orders, Prescriptions, Consent Forms and Labs from within TurboDoc are now automatically stores a copy of these documents into this table.  This is a change from the 5/19/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)  Update description where these files were stored in the Others table.
Outside_Records table allows saving any patient records from outside of your practice such as Consultations from Oncology etc. 
Old_Charts table allows saving any existing paper patient data in the Old_Charts table.  The Old_Charts table would normally be used for scanning in a large PDF file containing all the old chart information before going totally paperless. 
Administration table is designed to organize and hold Administrative data that would be used for storing insurance information, durable powers of health care and items such as HIPAA compliance forms etc.  These will then be visible on the Review Chart section.
Billing table is available to store walk out statements, superbill forms and billing work sheets etc.  
#2. *  New 11.x Scan/Import Module now has a new menu item for the most common scanning tasks, GET FILE DATA and the three common files, GRAPHIC, PDF and TEXT files can be pulled up using the key combinations of  CRTL + G for graphics, CRTL + P for PDF files and CRTL + T for Text files.  This will help eliminate the multiple mouse clicks on drop down menus.
#3. *  Fixes the double listing of problem and diagnosis items when adding the diagnosis to Lab requests or prescriptions.
#4. *  The OnLine registration now allows you to move file data into the Archive folder, essentially deleting the file from standard pages.  Selecting the check boxes in front of the patients name and then clicking on the REMOVE button, will move those selected patient files into the Archive Folder.  They are still visible by selecting Display Archived and the DATA may still be retrieved and re-downloaded if needed.   Moving these older files will speed up the display process and makes patient files easier to see and manage. 
#5. *  When copying the Image and Multimedia (GIF, JPG, PDF etc.) files in the Compact and Copy database, the number of files in the folder is listed and the progress of copying these files is displayed. 


7/17/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  New changes on the Prescription writing form.  New scripts are selected from the top Grid by clicking the WRITE check box.  The drop down lists will still show and can be edited using the Memorize, clear, forget etc on this box.
The Current Medications and Medication History Grids now show the current list of medications including New, Refills and Stopped medications.  
#2. *  New variables added to the TD_Variables.rtf file that now allow you to place RAW data, without headings.  It #MEDS# would place "MEDICATION:  ASA 81 mg 1 PO qd.  Tenormin. etc where ever this variable appears.    #RAW_MEDS# would place ASA 81 mg 1 PO qd.  Tenormin. etc where ever this variable appears without the heading.   These are listed int eh TD_Variables.rtf file in the Patient Education section.  
#RAW_PSH#, #RAW_PMH#, #RAW_ROS#, #RAW_MEDS#, #RAW_ALLERGY#, #RAW_SOC# and #RAW_FMH# are added in addition to the prior #RAW_DATE#, #RAW_AGE#  etc.  Also added are #RAW_CLAIM_NUMBER#  and #RAW_MED_REC_NUMBER#.
7/4/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Print outs including Serial Data now wraps on the page with in standard margins as needed.  
#2. *  OnLine Registration Form Lists may now be SORTED aby clicking on the column headed you wish to sort.  Sort order will be toggled between ascending and descending.  
6/28/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  In the Review Chart Section the first option in the list now automatically displays itself.  
#2. *  Extended Review has been added to the Reports, Letters, Op Notes and Quick Chart Menu.

6/26/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Nation Provider ID is stored with the using Doctor and applied to the signature of Prescriptions and Lab requests.  
#2. *  When selecting fields to display in the Search Patient Database (TD_DataSearch.exe program), the items selected to return will be displayed at the top of the list to allow faster selection of field data to search.
#3. *  When writing orders, current selected changes are kept when leaving to write prescriptions etc.  Current changes will be lost if the medications are updated as the entire data page needs to be re-written.
#4. *  When upgrading the READTHIS.RTF and TD_Varibles.RTF file is now copied to the server and default locations.

6/11/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Changing the Selected Printer to the Default TurboDoc Printer can now be set for LOCALPRINTER32 when the laptop computer is NOT connected to the Network and to NETPRINT32 when connected to the Network.  Thus your default TurboDoc printer will be set based on the current connection.

6/4/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Colors now change in Review Chart, Red to show the active button that should be clicked to hide the information and dark Gray for items currently reviewed.   Also, clicking on NONE active portions of the Review Chart Grid no longer requires user interaction in Advanced Mode, a beep and a Information Caption is now displayed.  
#2. *  If birth date data has not been entered on a patient, “Data Missing” will be displayed rather than a message box that needs to be Okay’ed.

5/23/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Fixes the EOF and BOF error in Substitute Variables routine in no prior data exists in requested record.  
#2. *  Corrects the heading alignment on the page for Consent forms that are printed in the office.
5/19/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Orders and Consent forms, Scripts and Labs written within TurboDoc and Printed are now automatically stored as PDF files in the Other Table of the database.  The Heading will be OTHER with the Type being Orders/Consent PDF and Script/Lab PDF.   This information will not be archived back to the main database if the Orders or Consent form is filled out while NOT connected to the main server.  The PDF file will be saved on the local computer in the c:\turbodoc\imagedate\year\quarter folder, thus is available while NOT connected to the main database or until Database Copy has been performed.  The PDF file could be imported into the main database with the Scanning/Import module.

5/15/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  On the preview page the Serial Data now displays more uniformly.  The Serial Data print out is now more standardized and consistent.
#2. *  When using Variable Substitutions (#DATA_REV# #HPI# etc) and no prior data exists, it is ignored rather than throwing an error (EOF error in Substitute Variable s routine.  
#3. *  The error message ADD_DOCs being added to the Lab Tests print out when selecting send cc to referring doctor and no referring doctor is listed has been fixed. 

4/18/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  When using the OnLine registration, the date that the patient was registered, the date they completed the registration and the date the information was downloaded is now displayed.  If you send a Reminder Email, that date is also documented.  
#2. *  When in the Chart Review section, documents may belong to users other than the current active user.  Only the OWNER of the document has access to DELETE the document.  The deletion privilege is also dependent upon current access level and advanced mode setting.  If the current user does not have deletion privileges a notification will now display in the left lower hand corner.  Encounters may not be deleted from the review chart screen at this time.
#3. *  Re-write of the code improves the speed of  Archiving and Loading Visits and Print routines such as superbills against large databases.

4/7/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  You may now select UN-SIGNED by Provider and UN-SIGNED from the DROP DOWN LIST BOX on the Load Patient Screen to display the last 200 records that were NOT signed.  As many records until recently were not signed, this may pull up records that the current visit is signed but a recent visit prior to the current one is NOT signed.  These will diminish as the SIGNATURE SIGN OFF is used more and more.   Note:  When viewing the selected patient on the Load Patient screen, by default the Most Recent Visit is displayed and if this visit is Signed and Locked it will so indicate in Red on the top of the Preview page.

4/1/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Corrects the location switch the occurs with printing the screen image from the Review Chart section.

2/27/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Screen font size and screen size taken into account on number of columns in list boxes on the MAIN Working screen.  You may need to adjust the screen font while observing the list boxes in PSH and MED areas.  You can temporarily enlarge the screen font with CRTL E key combination and decrease the screen font size with the CRTL D key combination.  You can re-set the default by going to the Default=> change defaults => Screen/Printer Font settings. 
#2. *  When printing Labs or Prescriptions you will now be presented with a list of the serialized Impression lists plus the acute and chronic problem lists to select and add to your documents.  Also, you can set the option to print the cc or referring providers to the list of  lab requests.  This process decreases the number of questions requiring a response while entering this information.

2/13/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  When moving appointments the length of the moved appointment is no longer reset to 15 minutes.
#2. *  In Advanced Mode the number of “Response Required Messages” is reduced. 
2/5/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Selected patient encounters (Consultations, H and P, Progress Notes and Discharge Summaries) may now be printed from the REVIEW CHART as long as you have not entered the REVIEW CHART via the Extended Review Option.

1/28/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  No longer substitutes “ by mouth box”  if “ P.O. Box”,  “PO Box” or “PO. Box” is used.  
 #2. *  Discharge summaries print with hospital heading rather than Office Stationary.

1/23/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  If you go to the REVIEW CHART from the LOAD PATIENT screen you may now print out all the VISITS, OP NOTES, REPORTS and LETTERS by selecting the item from the list on the left.  
For example:, if you select OP NOTES, all of the OP NOTES for this patient will be displayed, you can select an individual Op Note and Print that IMAGE or you may select the PRINT ALL Op_Notes  button at the bottom of the page and print ALL of the OP Notes for this patient.  
If you go to the REVIEW CHART from the Extended Review, the PRINT ALL OP Notes option will not be available.  
#2. *  If the HPI or Quick Progress Note of a visit includes “ is referred by “  or “ at the request of “ then the program will insert REFERRED or REQUESTED as part of the first doctor listing in the referring doctor list.  (This is how the program has worked in the past)  
If these phrases are not found in the HPI or the Quick Progress Note, the program will insert PRIMARY PROVIDER, avoiding the confusion with non referred patients.

1/21/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  When EXPORTing from the Print Screen and Email is selected, you may now choose PDF or RTF format.
#2. *  Fine tuned the Image insertion routine when the “ClinicHeader.jpg or ClinicHeader.bmp” is used for insertion when the “Print Office Visit on Office Stationary” option is selected in the Operation Mode of the Default section.
#3. *   Correctly selects the appropriate provider on print outs of older records of visits, op notes, letters and reports.
#4. *   Fixed the double Save requests in Operative Notes, Reports and Letter forms.
#5. *   Fixed the double requests for adding Diagnosis to Lab Requests and double requests to select “authorize substitutions” on prescriptions.
 #6. *  Fine tuned the Image insertion routine when the “ClinicHeader.jpg or ClinicHeader.bmp” is used for insertion when the “Print Office Visit on Office Stationary” option is selected in the Operation Mode of the Default section.
#7. *   Correctly selects the appropriate provider on print outs of older records of visits, op notes, letters and reports.
#8. *   Fixes the dropped Visit Date when return from Printing Medication Lists, Printing Problem Lists and etc.
#9. *   Notes may now be edited from the LOAD PATIENT screen on records that have been Signed and Locked.

1/5/2008   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. *  Fixed archive routines that shortened the main text on discharge summaries that were more than 1 page in length and mis-alignment of records in letters and reports.
12/19/2007   (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. * PDF Exports now handle Images for visits but also patient photograph on FaceSheets.
#2.  * Additional TD_Variables added, see the turbodoc\pat_ed\td_variable.rtf or select it from the Patient Education section.
#3.  * PIC files created while disconnected from the server are now automatically deleted after files are archieved.
#4.  * Scanning and Import module is now set up to handle simultaneous multi-users.

7/5/2007  (SQL version 10.x only)
#1. * NEW RELEASE:  This requires a major upgrade of the database.  Microsoft Access XP database is the database format in the new version.  The 3 database plist32.mdb, rports32.mdb and labs32.mdb have all been combined into one database plist32SQL.mdb.  All 32-bit version 10.x features and upgrades have been added to the new SQL version.
#2. * The TD_Search program now allows searching on all tables in the plist32.SQL.mdb (plist32, rports32 and labs32) database.  This will allow using the TD_Search Engine to search OpNote and Reports etc and return reports with the patient names and demographic data.
#3. * The records may now be signed and locked from the PRINT FORM if the PASSWORD function has been enabled.   Once signed, the record is locked.   Looked records may be viewed and demographics, sign off are still enabled but otherwise locked.   The record may be UN-locked and edited the day the record is created and the next day.  Un-locking a record will require entry of the password.  The record will need to be signed and locked from the PRINT form again.
You may also use a Tablet PC to create a Signature Image to insert onto your documents when they are signed and locked.  If a Signature Image has not been created, the words indicating that the record has been signed and locked will be inserted.  (If you do not have access to a Tablet PC, we can create a scanned image from your signature of the proper file size and format, contact TurboDoc for this option.)
Signatures can now be placed on Progress Notes, Consultations, History and Physicals, Operative Notes, Reports, Letters, Orders, Discharge Summaries, Prescriptions and Lab request slips as well as the bottom of TurboDoc generated Consent Forms with the addition of a Text Line “I have personally explained the risks, benefits, alternative options and answered all questions.”  Followed by the signature.
#4. * The code has been completely re-written to use ADO (newer database access technology) and also to allow ROW locking and thus eliminating the record locking issue of the prior version.   It also disconnects the record as soon as the data is read and as soon as the data is saved, also helping to eliminate the record locking issue and keeping database overhead less.
#5. * The program will now also run on Microsoft SQL SERVER for larger clinics and increased number of users.  This is a more secure database but does limit some of the database flexibility  and options.  The SQL SERVER version will require additional set up and configuration.  
#6. * The individual chart may now be printed from the Review Screen without loading the individual OpNote, Letters or Report modules as was previously required.  
#7. * The Microsoft Access Database may now be Encrypted and Password protected for additional security.  The primary administrator/user may turn the Encryption and Password protection  on or off at the time of database compaction.  To be fully HIPAA compliant these two items should be set to their default value of ON.  (If you need access to your DATA outside of TurboDoc, you may turn one or both off.  If you are using a secondary program to connect with the database your developer may contact TurboDoc for assistance.)
#8. * TurboDoc now allows you to set up your default Hospital and default Clinic location in the Defaults Settings Form.  When you go to print a document from the PRINT form, if the current selection is not your default, the selection will be highlighted in red.  The old Hosp.dat and the new Hosplist.dat files have been moved into the database.  
#9. * TurboDoc now allows you to set up your NPI number and also the NPI number for your referring doctors.  You can also use the TD_Variables  “#REF_DOC_NPI# and  “#ACTIVE_PROVIDER_ID#” to substitute these values.

#10. * TurboDoc now loads and closes much faster. 
#11. * Database compaction and copy routine used to take a long time to verify when the database was still locked.  This occurs much faster. 

#12. * Images are now included as part of the PDF file when they are exported as PDF files from the Print Screen.  

3/17/2007 (32-Bit version 10.x only)
#1.  LAST REVISION:  Numerous changes and refinements have been made in this upgrade.  This is the last 10.x version upgrade.  All future additions and upgrades will be in the SQL version only which requires conversion and upgrades.  
1/2/2007:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  Maximum schedule elements printable per day increased from 50 entries per day to 100 entries per day.
12/27/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  A configuration file is now installed that allows the Multi-media tutorial continue to function without resetting the configuration file on the Internet to allow blocked content.  This is not the same setting used to Allow or DisAllow popups (also known as the popup blicker).
#2.  If you have not reset your Clinic Telephone number, the DEFAULT TurboDoc 800 977-4868 telephone is automatically deleted.
12/13/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  Stage IV and Grade IV no longer converted to Intravenous.
#2.  If you have not reset your Clinic Telephone number, you are now notified the  TurboDoc 800 977-4868 telephone is set to the default.  This can be changed in the User Demographics section of the Change Defaults Menu found on the Load Patient Screen.
#3.  Phone Number Format has been updated when brought in from outside sources such as the OnLine registration and Archive files.
11/29/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  Lastname by Provider is now an option on the drop down list to display only patients that the provider has seen in the past.  Even though the last visit may not have been by the active provider, if the provider has ever been seen before, the patient will show up on the list.  This same action occurs in the schedule.  
11/22/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  Improved Problem List and Past Surgical History tracking and movement during Archive routines.
#2.  Red highlight asterix on required demographic fields have been re-inserted..
11/1/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  #ROS# added to the TD_Variables list.
10/11/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  Exporting Discharge summaries as  TXT files now exports correctly. 
10/10/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only  and SQL version 10.x only)
#1.  You may now use following referring doctor variables in your Automated  Report files #REF_ADDRESS#   (street ,city, state, zip), #REF_STREET#  (street), #REF_CITY# (city),  #REF_STATE#  (state) and #REF_ZIP#  (zip).   See the entire list in the turbodoc\pat_ed\td_variables.rtf file.
#2.   Security files, (*.INS files) may be copied to the [Server]\turbodoc\updates folder and they will automatically be copied to the c:\turbodoc folder of each computer on your network when re-starting TurboDoc.  The SNFILE.INS file is never copied.  These *.INS files do not need to be in the updates folder, so if you do not wish to have them copied across your network to each computer, do not place them there.
#3.  Improved Archiving of Problem Lists and PSH area updated when records are created away from the main server.
9/1/2006:  (SQL version 10.x only)  
#1.  Date entry 1/21/2006 no longer converted to ½.
#2. You can now set the Default Clinic and Default Hospital and these can be saved with the patient visit.  If the visit Clinic or hospital differs from the Default Clinic or Default Hospital, then the TEXT of the one that is different will be set to Red helping you to select the correct location for the type of visit. 
#3.  Nickname, Title, Spouse, Guarantor added to the New Patient Screen.
#4.  Color and background changes have been made to the New Patient and Load Patient screen.
8/1/2006:  (SQL-bit version 10.x only)  
#1. * The code has been completely re-written to use ADO (newer database access technology) and also to allow ROW locking and thus eliminating the record locking issue of the prior version.  
#2. * The program will now run on Microsoft SQL server for larger clinics and increased number of users.  This is a more secure database and does limit some of the database flexibility  TurboDoc had before.  Microsoft Access database may still be run as before on the new version but does require a database upgrade.. 
#3.  * The three databases plist32.mdb, rports32.mdb and labs32.mdb are now combined into one database plist32SQL.mdb.  This will allow using the TD_Search Engine to search OpNote and Reports etc and return reports with the patient names and demographic data.
#4. * The entire chart may now be printed from the Review Screen without loading the individual OpNote, Letters or Report modules as was previously required.  
#5. * The Microsoft Access Database is now be Encrypted and Password protected for additional security.  The primary user may turn the Encryption and Password protection  on or off at the time of database compaction.  To be fully HIPAA compliant these two should be set to their default value of ON.  (If you need access to your DATA outside of TurboDoc, you may turn one or both off.  If you are using a secondary program to connect with the database your developer may contact TurboDoc for assistance.
#6.  * The old Hosp.dat and the new Hosplist.dat files have been moved into the database.  
7/20/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)  
#1. Using the #PT_SEX# returns lower case male and lower case female respectively.
#2.  Fixed conversion to ACCESS XP interface.
7/12/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)  
#1. Archiving Acute and Chronic Problem List changes using HPG files while disconnected from the main Database on the Server is now supported.
5/30/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)  
#1.  Corrected intermittent Print Date change.
#2.  Adjusted Referring Doctor and Hospital/Clinic Form Edit and Add features to require clicking on Edit or Add in order to change records.
5/11/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)  
#1.  Fixed the loss of MACROs insertion from with in Templates.  Also fixed the correct placement of sub-category template item placement.  
5/8/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)  
#1.  There is now an option on the defaults section under Screen and Printer Setup for prescription writing.  In the drop down box where the States may be selected is an option for CUSTOM.  If you have selected this option, it will load a Tab Delimited file from the [Server]turbodoc\reports\rx  folder called TD_Custom_Script.txt.  You can load this into Microsoft Excel and adjust where the printout are placed on the page so you can make it match any pre-formatted prescription pads you may print to.  This is an advanced feature for advanced users.  When you load the file into MS Excel and make changes, you must save it in the tab delimited text format.
You can also add #DRAWBOX# and #DRAWLINE# to accomplish additional features needed on Prescriptions.
#2.  Refinements in the download file structure from the OnLine registration.
5/1/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)  Major Upgrades and Features Added January, February, March, April and May of this year, be sure to review these additions to take full advantage of the NEW FEATURES.
#1.  You may continue to use abbreviation in the MEDICATION portion of the History and physical and the abbreviations will be automatically converted to the correct wording.  (ie  qd becomes every day.  Qam becomes every morning etc.  automatically)  This translates onto Orders form.  
#2.  Hospitals and Clinics may now have a Telephone number entered.  The Hosp.Dat file is now called HospList.Dat and contains 5 lines per hospital or clinic.  Name, Address, City, State Zip and the 4th line is phone.  The fifth line is reserved for TurboDoc.
#3.  Updating the program will now upgrade the Access Database TurboDoc uses to Access 2003 or XP.  (Highly Recommended)
#4.  In the Default Settings Screen under the Screen and Printer Settings allows you to pick the State   The state of New York now requires the use of the NY authorized Rx forms that are pre-printed with the Doctors name and etc and you can use this print out to print onto the top of this pre-printed RX paper. 
#5.  As the NY RX Forms (and other states) are pre-formatted and printed, you may now select the default Rx printer which will be used to print prescriptions.  The pre-formatted forms may be loaded in the additional default Rx printer. 
#6.  Spelling is checked on the Prescriptions that are written.
#7.  You may now print Release to Work documents by selecting the Work Release button on the Prescriptions (Rx) forms.  You may also modify the background RTF files with the variables found in the TD_Variable.rtf file.  These files will be saved in the turbodoc\reports\release folder.  This works similar to the Automated forms described elsewhere.
 #8.  The Medical Dictionary has been updated with 300+ additional Medications and Medical Terms and a few corrections have been made.
#9.  Downloading Patient Data from the OnLine Registration bug fixed where the visit type message was displayed.   
#10.  Intermittent Duplication of Index glitch has been addressed.
4/17/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  Patient History Table added to the TurboDoc Data Search Engine parameters.
#2.  Check out some of the new templates added to the Automated reports that can be modified and customized to change output reports and records created by TurboDoc.  There will be more on how these forms may be customized in the Knowledgebase.  Again as a reminder, these must be saved as RTF files.
#3.  Adjustment of the screen from Landscape to Portrait on small screens and tablets has been improved further.  
4/4/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. TD_Variables  (ie  #HE/SHE#, #HIM/HER# etc) now also work in the TEMPLATES of the Main Working Screen and the Op Notes and Reports etc.
#2.  When resizing the screen or switching from Landscape to Portrait and back such as on Tablet PC computers now re-sizes better.  It is recommended that the switch occur from the LOAD PATIENT screen.  The resize can be FORCED by clicking on the IMAGE in the right upper corner (800 x 600 screen size or greater) or click on the gray background.
3/30/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. TD_Variables  (ie  #HE/SHE#, #HIM/HER# etc) now also work in other areas of the main working screen such as the HPI, IMPRESSION, PLAN.
#2.  Stabilization of the scroll screens on the Schedule improved.  
#3.  Bugs resulting from unable to set focus and error #5 corrected.
#4.  Social security numbers starting with 0 now display correctly.  
#5. Spell Checking now added to the Pre Op, Procedure and Post Op diagnosis text boxes.
#6. Spell check while typing in the Quick Progress Notes, Operative Notes, Reports and Letters text boxes has been activated.  (Red Squiggly Under Line on mis-spellings)
#7.  The Spell Check Suggestion Dialog Box now positions itself automatically under the checked word.  
2/20/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. Serial Data entries now displayed on Preview Forms for Quick Notes, Consults, H  and P and Extended Progress Notes as well as in the Review Chart Area allowing easier access to the serial data.
#2.  Appointment Type Color may now be printed on the Schedule printouts.
#3. When printing schedule you may now select to have the box size and thus the amount of text displayed doubled.
#4.  Color, Double Print Box Size and AM/PM schedule print outs settings now saved with the program.  
#5. The Phone Number drop down box on the LOAD PATIENT screen now displays Social Security Number, Primary Insurance and Secondary Insurance data.  Moving the mouse over this area also will display a pop up with this data.
#6. Default New Patient Form does not have the Referring Doctor List displayed if patient data already exists, giving you quicker access to the patients demographics.
2/14/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. Fixes doubling up the last section of Long Op-Note Descriptions, Report Descriptions and Letter Descriptions.
2/9/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. TurboDoc OnLine Registration now screens filenames for illegal characters entered by the patient which was causing download errors.
2/8/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. TurboDoc OnLine Registration Email Reminder glitch of sending the Email to the last name on the list has been fixed to send the Email. 
#2.  Minimize and then maximize the TurboDoc OnLine Registration Form crash has been fixed. 
1/27/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. Glitch with templates from the HPI not showing Lymphatics correctly has been addressed.
 #2. Clinic phone number is now added to quick progress note headings, op notes,  and reports.
1/17/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  Calculator has been added to the menu bar of Operative Notes and Reports to assist you in performing calculations as needed
#2. When printing Super Bill information, a file is loaded that can be customized to display various information.  This file is called SuperBill.RTF and should be placed in the databaselocation on the Server if on a NetWork.  The default SuperBill.RTF will be installed in the C:\turbodoc folder of the workstation the upgrade is run from.  You may edit this file to display the information you would like.  This file will accept TurboDoc variables from the c:\turbodoc\pat_ed\td_variables.rtf definition file.
1/11/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. You can now export up to 6000 patients to your PDA.  Be aware that you need to have sufficient memory on the PDA to accept this many records.  You will need to experiment carefully as there is no memory checking on the PDA sync to avoid problems.
1/6/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. TD_DataSearch program has been updated and expanded  to handle dates from the patients.last_visit and patients.lastchanged field.  You can find the number of Patients seen in 2005 (Just patients not the number of visits with the following SQL statement. SELECT  patients.LASTNAME, patients.FIRSTNAME, patients.MI, patients.SEX, patients.RACE, patients.BIRTHDATE, patients.Last_Visit from Patients WHERE Format(patients.Last_Visit, "#") >= Format("1/1/2005", "#") AND Format(patients.Last_Visit, "#") < Format("1/1/2006", "#") ORDER BY patients.Last_Visit asc; 
#2.  More TD_Launcher program improvements.  (See list Below)  also copies the latest TD_DataSearch program to each workstation (32-bit version 10.x only)
1/1/2006:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. NEW TD_Launcher program improvements.  Quick Drug Database upgrades, ICD_CPT code Database upgrades, Helpfile upgrades, Manual Upgrades as well as the ReadThis.rtf and TD_Variables.rtf file will now automatically install on across the Network on each Workstation.  
12/23/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. Extremity examination on the MAIN WORKING screen TEMPLATE section now correctly places this information under EXT rather than in the HPI.
#2.  Message now given if VISIT DATE is scheduled in the FUTURE.
#3. Customization of the PatientDemographic.rtf  file used with the Standard Face Sheets can now be edited from the Print Menu on the LOAD PATIENT screen.
11/30/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  Top Margin adjustments display the Prescription and Lab test information correctly.
#2.  Default doctor default settings restored when leaving the scheduler after changing the default doctor.
11/17/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  #HEENT_EXAM#  added to the TD_Variable list. 
11/4/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  "VISIT_DATE#  added to the TD_Variable list. 
#2.  Vital signs entered into the "Update Medical History" section now automatically inserted into quick progress notes.
#3.  #### now replaced more accurately re-adjusting spaces
10/19/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  CC: to referring doctors added to the end of letters to the Doctors print outs. 
#2.  New Manual and Help File added to DBUpgrade and Installation.
#3.  Shortcut key stroke options added to the Reports Menu
#4.  Extended Face Sheet added to the Print => Print Demographics area on the LOAD PATIENT screen.
10/7/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  Dropped appointments glitch repaired.
#2.  #SOC#, #FMH# and #TRX#  added to TD_Variables list.
8/30/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  Date calculations for ages under two years when using the tracker have been improved.
#2.  Schedule changes with the Alternate Schedule selected have been fixed.
#3.  Corrected overlay of last visit on top of letters, phone messages and discharge summaries has been fixed.
7/13/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  When doing discharge summaries you can now enter the Admission Date and Discharge Date with the drop down calendar control.  The Length of Stay is also calculated.
#2.  Pocket PC Schedule now updates correctly from the Desktop Schedule.
#3.  DEXA scan has been added to the DATA REVIEW section. 
7/5/2005:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  When the reminder displays about Backing Up Data and you are on a Network, you can automatically back up the information to the local computer.  This is similar to selecting Compact and Copy from the Utilities => Database and File Management area.  
#2.  TurboDoc ó Palm interface re-fined.
6/3/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  Automatic Program Distribution for NETWORKed systems, the program installation as well as upgrade can be set to automatically upgrade your workstations.  More information is available on this in the Knowledgebase/Forum section of the Website.  (Go to the knowledgebase, select the TD Launcher topic under the SetUp and Installation Forum.   Or click the following link.  (http://www.turbodoc.net/forum/forum_topics.asp?FID=5&PN=1)
Basically, if you copy your security files to the [server] databaselocation32\UpDatess folder or the latest version of 10x to the updates folder, when TurboDoc is run from a workstation, it will automatically check to see that all of the INS file are copied.  It will also check the version one the workstation and compare it with the TurboDoc version in the [server]databaselocation32\UpDates folder and if it is newer, will copy the newer file to the workstation, then run the newer version.  
5/15/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  OnLine Registration is now using a Secure Server Location (SSL) the ‘PADLOCK’ will be seen in the bottom of your patients browser when they are connected to the site.   Go to the knowledgebase/Forum section on the Web or click the following link.  (http://www.turbodoc.net/forum/forum_topics.asp?FID=15&PN=1)

#2.  Allows upgrading to Acrobat 7 files to be loaded and run, both PDF and FDF files.
#3. Row locking in the database has been enabled and should help solve the problem of patient files being left in the locked status on other computers.
#4.  Schedule ReCall and Alternate Schedule now printable without the ‘No current Record Error.’
4/25/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  Improved access speed when ADDING visit from the LOAD PATIENT screen and multiple pictures included.  
#2.  Myelogram, mild, moderate and severe all added to the data review section.
#3.  Picked list items auto-capped when picked directly after a carriage return. 
4/5/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. You may now change individual passwords.
3/30/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. You may now DELETE template files from the Quick Note Section, Reports, Op Notes and Letters.  Simply select the file you wish to delete and click on DELETE File.  
3/9/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  PDA Export/Import reports improved.  
#2.  OB/GYN history form functionality updated and improved.
#3.  OnLine registration lists expanded and functionality updated.  Go to the knowledgebase/Forum section on the Web or click the following link.  (http://www.turbodoc.net/forum/forum_topics.asp?FID=15&PN=1)

#4.  Patients may now be selected on the LOAD PATIENT screen by Birth Date and Birth Date by Provider.
3/2/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. Appointments may now be copied or moved to other dates and times with the MOVE or COPY APPOINTMENT button.
2/19/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1. Scanning/Import Module and Reports now displays the type of report or saved item, ie, MRA, mammogram etc.
#2.  When archiving records (HPG, LPG, SPG and RPG files) created while not connected to the main server, the archived list will be displayed allowing the user to export the data to Excel, print as well as edit the information manually or add additional information to the NOTES section prior to printing the transfer summary report.
#3.  Pre-Op appointments placed in the scheduler with the word PRE-OP in the description will now be light blue.
2/2/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  OB/GYN Template is now available on any female over age 10 from the HPI screen, and also may be called up on the Show Template screen. 
1/8/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  With the soon to be required HIPPA compliant password system activated, every access to patient records are now LOGGED in the patients log and also in the users log for NON registered users (ie ancillary staff).   For registered owners of TurboDoc every access to patient records are LOGGED in the patients log field.  With the password system and the access levels set, other features such as Merging Records and Deleting records etc. require various Access Levels to complete the tasks.
1/6/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 10.x only)
#1.  The HIPPA compliant password system has been added.  This is found on the LOAD PATIENT screen => Default Setting Menu => Password Options => HIPPA Compliance Setup.

You must activate the Password and enter passwords for the individual registered users by going to the  LOAD PATIENT screen => Default Setting Menu => Password Options => Activate/Deactivate Passwords for this to take effect.

·	REQUIREMENTS:  Only the default (first on the list) user can set this up.   It is recommended that this be the Master License Owner.  
·	Once set up, it can NOT be changed without a password.   TurboDoc can not determine the password without having access to your database and there will be a charge, so DO NOT FORGET YOUR PASSWORD.  This password must be at least 6 characters in length and should be letters and numbers.  The passwords are case sensitive.
·	It is recommended that the HIPPA Compliance Administrator Password be different than other passwords, making it less likely to be discovered or mis-used.
·	If you are the default user and have logged into TurboDoc, selecting the HIPPA Compliance Setup will ask you to enter a NEW Administrator Password.  Once this have been verified, you will be able to add your ancillary staff to the list.  Enter their LastName and the UserName and the Password you would like each of your staff to use.  
·	DO NOT ADD registered users, they will be added with the standard password system.
·	Each user will need to have an ACCESS LEVEL set.  
o	Level 1  is for Scheduling and Registering patients only.  Level 1 does not have any access to any patient medical information.
o	Level 2 – 3  is for the Front Office and has limited patient medical information access..
o	Level 4 –  is for Back Office and Patient care.  Increased level of access to patient medical information is provided.
o	Level 5 – 7 is for the Health Care Provider and allows writing prescriptions etc..  Level 5 typically would be a physicians’ assistant or nurse practitioner.  Level 6 would be physicians, physicians’ assistants or nurse practioners who do not need access to copying databases and etc.   Level 7 is for full access to all aspects of the program including coping databases and etc.
·	You may De-Activate a user at anytime by un-clicking their Active User checkbox.
·	Passwords need to be at least 3 characters in length, but it is recommended that they be at least 6 in length and a combination of  characters and numbers.  They are case sensitive.
·	The database will eventually be locked with a password on future updates, limiting access to the database from outside sources.
 
1/5/2005 Features:  (32-bit version 9.x and 10.x)
#1.  Invalid use of NULL when ADD/EDIT insurance companies database does not contain any valid information fixed.
#2.   Occasionally if a visit was created (usually via the scheduler) and user selects ADD VISIT and then UPDATE ONLY MEDICAL HISTORY but no prior information existed, the data entered was not seen on the VISIT.  This was because the UPDATE ONLY MEDICAL HISTORY only updates the background history.  This would be inserted if the user then selected ADD VISIT button then ADD PATIENT VISIT with the import past medical history check box selected.  The program now checks for this scenario and suggest the user NOT use the UPDATE ONLY MEDICAL HISTORY in this situation, but rather actually put the information directly into the current visit.  This information by default will then be seen and will also be automatically stored in the background medical history for future changes and uses.

11/12/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  10.x only)
#1.  TD_Search32.exe file now allows Database Searches on the referring doctor table (ReferDocs) and allows exportation to Excell for creating mailing lists etc of doctor information.
#2.  Patient demographics face sheet can now be printed from the Print Menu on the Load Patient screen.  There are two options, standard Face Sheet and a face sheet with all of the past medical history.  The second option is used for patients who have registered OnLine to create the face sheet with the information they entered printed out.  
·	The information at the top is inserted automatically and includes the patient photograph if it has been saved with the patients information.
·	The information at the bottom of the face sheet is automatically inserted and comes from the file located in the reports folder  PatientDemographics.RTF.  This file may be edited and modified with the Windows WordPad program.
11/6/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  10.x only)
#1.  Draw Box Changes: 
·	Line width when drawing can now be set to different sizes.
·	Multiple Images (up to six) may now be included in print out from the draw box.
#2.  OnLine Registration is available.  When adding a new patient, after entering the Name , Birth Date, Gender and Email address, the patient can be registered on line.  An Email with a link will be sent to the patient for them to complete the registration process OnLine.  When the patient has completed the process, an email will be sent back notifying you of the completion.  You will then be able to download all of the patients information directly from the Web Page into TurboDoc.
10/1/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  The Drug Interaction button on the Medications section and Prescriptions is activated if you have the Medical Letters Drug Interaction program.  This program is available from the Medical Letter or contact us for purchase.  It runs about $100 (US).
9/25/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  There are now SYSTEM specific Template files space available in the HEENT, EXT, PULSES and NEURO sections on the Main Working screen.  Like the HPI templates the PMH< ROS and SOC templates you can click on the word TEMPLATE on the 1st list box.  There are no Template files included with this upgrade, but you can create these SYSTEM specific templates by selecting TEMPLATE and then Edit File from the Template screen to add these items.
#2.  The Palm and Pocket PC now have Chief Complaint and Review of System.  The setting for transfer from the PC version has not been completed yet.
9/21/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  The Palm and Pocket PC database and import and export routines have changed.  You need to have version 9.6 or higher of the Pocket PC and the Palm on the PDA device and the database has also changed to TD_PDA.mdb.  This will require resetting the Conduit on the Palm during the installation.  You will also need to remove and then re-assign the Pocket Access setup on the Pocket PC.
#2.  If phone number or medical record number exist on the patient selected on the scheduler, this information is automatically added to the appointment text box.
#3. PDF files may now be viewed within the TurboDoc review chart that have been saved using the new Scan/Import module.
#4.  Variable dates in the Quick Progess notes and Reports and Procedure note section has been corrected.  
8/1/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Added New York requirement for DAW (dispense as written) box to the bottom of the prescriptions.
#2.  Additional auto-generated phrases added to the HPI template.

7/14/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Fixed error when going to schedule in NON Advanced Mode.
#2.  Batch printing when selecting multiple SOAP notes per page fixed.
#3.  Now can select up to 9 copies on print outs.
#4.  If the patients medications are listed as stand alone sentences (i.e. ASA 325 mg 1 PO qd.  Vicodin 7.5 1 – 2 PO q6-8h PRN.)  ending with a period, when the Medication Information is pressed, the patients medications will be listed at the top enabled you to quickly select and review these medication. 
#4.  The headings in Templates from the HPI screen on FU and Follow Up systems now displays common follow up phrases.
#5.  Default clinic or hospital correctly selected when creating or reviewing Operative Notes, Reports, Quick Progress Notes and Letters. 
#6.  Additional Automated Reports added to the Reports Section.
#7.  Head Circumference graphs for Boys and Girls added to Picture list.
#8.  New HelpFile and New TurboDoc Users Guide PDF file available on the Web.

6/29/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  You can now access your TurboDoc program from the Web using GoToMyPC.  See the Interface Link Section on the Website for additional information.
6/14/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1. The MED button on the main working screen now has a new Text box which you  can type into or select the buttons to the left.  This will scroll directly to the medication.  Before it would take you to the T when you hit the T button or key.  Now you can type the first 2 or 3 letters and it will search to that matching entry.  THE will take you to Theodur, etc.
#2.  Also, if you go to the Med Info button from the MED section on the main working screen and you have a list of medications already entered, they will be added to the top of the list if you wish to look up these meds.  This works best if the Medications listed in the MED section are entered as individual sentences, ie  Premarin 0.625 mg 1 PO qd.  Calcium 500 mg 1 PO qd.   (each as a separate statement or sentence ending with a period)
#3.  When working on the system obesity, the BMI, Ideal Body Weight and Obesity calculations can be selected from the IMP if you have entered a height and weight in the Vital Signs section.
5/25/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Pocket PC version for Windows Mobile 2003 and 2002 and 2000 created.  Program selects processor automatically (ARM SIPS, SH3 etc).
#2.  Program lock when going from schedule screen and new patient screen corrected.  
#3.  Database Lock with ADD/Edit visit routine when no one else is in the record has been addressed. 
5/20/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.   Additional items added to the Template Variable list (see  TD_Variable.rtf file in the
patient education section)  to use with replacements in the letters, Op Notes, Reports, Quick Notes and the Reports PDF section.  For additional information see the entries below for dates 2/15/2004 and 2/25/2004. 
5/17/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.   Search criteria on LOAD PATIENT screen now includes search by DATE and search by DATE and by Provider.
#2.  Further format corrections on the first report section. 
5/8/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Incorrect date heading when scheduling non patient appointments corrected.
#2.  Corrected the Date of Injury Print out on the EmployeeWork Status report.
4/10/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Archiving records when away from the server now handles the patient demographics and medical record number
#2.  New interface on the palm, (more streamlined) and  added BMI and BSA (body surface area) calculations to the Vital Signs screen.
#3.  The Pocket PC is available on the Owners Area to download.
#4.  You can now print out 2 copies from the Print Screen.
#5.  Additional entries add to the TD_Variable.rtf file for use in replacements within TurboDoc.  
#6.  Reports table can now be searched in your basic database searches.
3/19/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Under utilities in advanced mode is a menu option to allow merging two records on the same patient.  You select the patient you wish to keep and the patient you wish to merge into the patient data that is kept.  
#2.  #PROB_LIST# now available on the Create/Print Automated Reports.
#3.  Rx screen position fixed. 
3/16/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  You may now enter the following Phrase”The date of injury was”  in your TEMPLATE PHRASE or in the ADD PHRASE section of the HPI and when you select this, you will be able to update, modify or change the Date of Injury Variable stored in the database.
3/3/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Like the BoldMeds.dat file described 2/11/2004, you may now also edit the BOLDWORDS.Dat file.  Words placed in this file (On the [server] database location will be bolded on the computer screen as well as on Print outs.  Be AWARE that every matching word will be highlighted or bolded.    It is RECOMMENDED that you use CAPITAL and end with a COLON.   Examples  ABG:  WBC: etc.    
#2.  Further enhancements to the search database engine have been made.  You may click on the Reports Check box and do searches on Operative Notes and Reports.  
2/25/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  The search database has been enhanced so that you may now store or save your SQL statements generated in the TD_DataSearch.exe (basic patient database search found in the utilities section.  The background file is SAVEDSQL.txt and is in the [server] turbodoc\reports folder.
#2.  Templates created while not attached to the server (*.ROG) files will now be moved with the rest of the data.
#3.  The TEMPLATE buttons for the SHOW TEMPLATE, PMH, ROS, SOC and on operative reports and reports now had the YES and NO buttons centered to make data entry much easier.  Will takes some “getting used to” to break old habits but will cut down on the mouse movement required to enter data.    
#4.  A list of the #VARIABLES# you may use to replace data in your files (including your TEMPLATED files) is copied to the \turbodoc\pat_ed folder.  It is called TD_Variables.rtf.
#5.  We also have the preliminary TurboDoc for the Pocket PC.  It is fully functional and you may soon be able to download it from our site or you can down load it now from www.handango.com or  www.soft2buy.com, search in the Pocket PC area for TurboDOc.    
2/15/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  You can now add the #HPI#, #REF_DOC# variables to the Patient Education documents.  You will need to define the Bold Headings  in the word processing document such as:  
HISTORY:  #HPI#  placed in the document will result in
HISTORY:  Initial History:  The patient is a 24 year old Caucasian male who complains of.................
#2.  From the Reports section on the LOAD PATIENT screen a new entry called CREATE/PRINT AUTOMATED REPORTS will now allow interactive printing of PDF files.  These are complex custom reports that can be created/modified for a creation fee.
2/13/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  CPT modifiers are now available Sign Out screen.  The file can be modified, CPT modifier.dat in the databaselocation32 on the server and C:\Turbodoc.
2/11/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Billing data entered in the Sign Out Section and SAVED is now transferable if done while away from the [server] database.  HPG files now contain this Sign Out Bill Data.  
#2.  Special medications such as Coumadin, Warfarin, Lovenox, Heparin, Cortisone etc are now highlited on the MAIN WORKING SCREEN text box (previously only on the Preview Screen)  in different colors to help draw attention to these medications.  You may add additional words to this list (They will be RED color and BOLD font)  by manually editing the file BoldMeds.DAT file which will be located in the same location as the Database.  This file will be copied from the Server to the local computer when doing a Compact/Copy with the laptop.   If you have other items that you want high lighted, you can add them also. (Not just for medications) 
1/20/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Fixes the ROG file creation problem when creating NEW reports and procedures.   
1/14/2004 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Palm export now exports the last record.  Previously if the last note was a progress note, discharge letter to doctor or discharge summary, only the past medical history was transferred.  
#2.  Add/Edit now added to the Alternate Schedule appointment window in the scheduler.
#3.  PET scan has been added to the Data Review.  
10/20/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  #REF_DOCS# code hang up fixed.
#2.  Fine tune adjustments to the scheduler.
9/30/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  The remove ICD-9 and CPT codes from print outs is now active again.  This may be set in the Operation Mode of the defaults section.  The default is DO NOT remove them.  This will suppress printing of any statement between [  ] brackets.  You should not use brackets for any other patient entry except ICD-9 and CPT codes.
9/25/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Insurance companies now moved from the Insur.dat file to the Plist32.mdb database, allowing unlimited numbers of Insurance companies to be entered that are also now alphabetized.  The conversion will not convert all of your insurance data but the extra data will be stored in the Address2 section.  
#2.  You may now set the default hospital to use on hospital printouts from the User Demographics section of the Default Screen.
#3.  The default Clinic location and the Default Hospital Location are now displayed on many of the Print Preview screens.  
#3.  Signout and Problem list formatting has been improved.
9/5/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  #Prob_List# now active in Op-Notes, Quick Notes, Reports and Letters.
#2.  Bug where the SYSTEM was dropped  returning from Templates resolved.
#3.  Obesity Calculations and BMI+EXCESS now report entered weight correctly and include percentage of Ideal Body Weight.
9/1/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Scheduler now has the option to show an overview of all registered users (up to 7).  On the Days to Display menu, select All User Over View.   If the system has 5 or fewer registered users then the ReCall and Alternate Schedule will also be displayed.  If more than 7 registered users only the first 7 will be shown.  
To print the day schedule, you will need to switch back to displaying individual users ( select 1 to 7 days to display and select the provider).
#2.  Age can now also be displayed with the #AGE# variable in reports, Op Notes and letters.   The corresponding age will be calculated based on the birth date.  
#3.  Using the Password protection, the time for auto-lock can be set in the defaults from 1 to 60 minutes.  If you minimize TurboDoc (so the Icon appears in the task bar), the Auto-Lock will no longer file.  The timer to next Auto-Lock will resume when the Icon is maximized or taken out of the minimized or Icon state.  
8/12/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Calculate BMI, Ideal Body Weight, Obesity Calculations are now automatically added to the HPI if the system is Obesity or Bariatrics.  (These may also be added to the Phrases in the HPI on other systems if desired.)  This will take the data entered in the Vital Signs (Height and Weight) and automatically perform these calculations.  
#2.  Reports, Op-Notes, Letters you can now select the variables #BMI#, BMI+EXCESS and #IDEAL_WT# from the list box and these calculations will be added to the text box.
8/9/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Edit file buttons are now available in the left lower hand corner of the Templates screens which will assist in the rapid modifications of the special template files.  This is an advanced feature.  More information is available in the Template.rtf file under Patient Education sectionl.
#2.  You may now export in RTF, TXT, HTML and PDF formats.  (PDF is new)
#3.  Printing issues of the ROS and operative notes and reports which required alternate fonts with certain printers have been resolved.
#4.  Edit File buttons now appear on the CPT and ICD-9 sections of the Sign-Off screen allowing you to edit/update these files easily from within the program.
#5.  Past Medical History summaries now appear in the Right Upper Corner of the Op Notes, Reports, Letters, Quick Notes and the Orders form.
#6.  Special medications such as Coumadin, Warfarin, Lovenox, Heparin, Cortisone etc are now highlited on the screen preview in different colors to help draw attention to these medications.  You may add additional words to this list (They will be RED color and BOLD font)  by manually editing the file BoldMeds.DAT which will be located in the same location as the Database.  This file will be copied from the Server to the local computer when doing a Compact/Copy with the laptop.    
7/10/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  You may now add the word #MALE# or #FEMALE# to template files to force display of only appropriate words and phrases based upon the patients sex.
1	#FEMALE# Gynecologic:  <tab>pelvic pain etc.
Would be “skipped” for male patients

2	Breast:  <tab>lump<tab>#FEMALE# nipple discharge
In this case, the item “lump” would be displayed but the “Nipple Discharge” would only be displayed for female patients.
#2.  On Screen Keyboard button is now activated on many screens on Windows XP and Microsoft XP tablet operating system.
#3.  The Basic Database Search module now has the ability to export information into Excel files.  
7/1/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  From the Letters, Reports, Op Notes and Quick Progress Note screens, you can get the xxxx window to display by holding the Control Key down while clicking with the Right Mouse button.  (You can get the pop up window any time without having the xxxx in the text.  Insertion point is determined by the position of the cursor prior to the Control/Right mouse key combination.)
#2.  Changes to the underlying Op Notes, Reports, Letters, Quick Progress Notes and Template files while using the computer remotely (disconnected from the Server Database) can now be imported into the main server Rports32.mdb. The Manage Custom Files button found on the Database and File Management form.  (Utilities => Database and File Management => Manage Custom Files.)  Custom Files
6/20/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Scheduler appointment times now listed in hours and minutes beyond 105 minutes.
#2.  Maximal appointment time bux fixed.
#3.  Draw box default text font size changed from 18 to 12 bold.
6/16/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Custom Data files can now be managed between computer and server and the custom datalocation using the Manage Custom Files button found on the Database and File Management form.  (Utilities => Database and File Management => Manage Custom Files.)  This will allow semi-automatic copying of necessary custom files between two different locations.  
#2.  Adding Weight, Pulse, and/or Blood Pressure to serial data will help track these values.  You enter the values in the Vital Sign section as normal.  Then when going to the Serial Data form that has the Weight, Pulse or Blood Pressure category activated will ask if you would like to copy the data from the Vital Signs that were entered today into the Serial Data section.  These items may also be manually entered. 
#3.  Serial Data lists now print out on the Follow Up Progress notes. 
6/3/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Risk discussion specifics above and beyond the MACRO option can now be inserted on to the Consent form created from the Orders Screen.
#2.  Task bar visibility extended on many screen.
#3.  Screen resizing issues addressed.
#4.  Bug fixed where clearing drawn image  gives error if not previously saved. 
3/28/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Drug Database is now included on the Palm version also.  This is under the LOOK UP option from the main working screen of Palm.
#2.  Scan/Images printed from the REVIEW section now print with the patients name on the heading. 
3/15/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Drug Database is now included with TurboDoc.  This is a basic but extensive list of drugs and recommended dosages.  If you have another Third Party Drug Database selected (in the defaults) it will be used, if you do not, the default TurboDoc database will be used.  This can be viewed from the Med Info button on the Main Working screen under MED button, from the Medication Info from the Options Menu from an Op Note, Letter, Quick Progress Note or Discharge Summary and from the Prescriptions screen.  
#2.  We are working on multiple level access for your office staff and full HIPPA compliance.
3/5/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Prescription written, lab test ordered and patient information given now correctly added to the plan or documents of operative notes, consultations, H & P, quick notes, report and letters.
#2.  Fixes to Tracker Update Now and Delete buttons. 
#3.  You may now add replacement variables to the Templates in the Quick Progress Note, Op-Notes, Reports, Letters, ie  #HE/SHE#, #HPI#  etc.  They will be replaced with the correct variable when you hit the select button. 
2/18/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Determination of disk space is now correctly identified on peer to peer networks. 
#2.  Template buttons visible on OpNotes and Report Templates
#3.  Data loss when returning from Templates and Gail Risk Model fixed.
2/12/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  The Scheduler has been completely revised.  Now ONLY the actual appointment being edited is locked.
1/19/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Image and Multi-Media files are now moved to the [Server] \turbodoc\ImageData folder.  This will allow copying all data from the [Server] to the [Workstation] in addition to just the most recent files from a specified date.  (see the utilities => database and file maintenance section and Compact/Copy section.
#2.  Image color depth when importing prior Images is now preserved.
1/10/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Insurance Data being dropped bug fixed.
1/3/2003 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Birthdate and Medical Record Number now print on Txt file Exports.
12/6/2002 Features:  (32-bit version  9.x only)
#1.  Serial Data has been updated and improved allowing for improved data entry.
#2.  All image data is now moved from the rports32.mdb and placed on the hard disk in sub folders of Turbo-Doc.  The folders will correspond automatically to the Year and Quarter.
All data stored in the database and now will be stored in the current year folder and subfolder of the Quarter.  When the calendar year changes or the quarter changes, a new folder will be created.  DO NOT MOVE or CHANGE these folders in any way as the data in the database references them.  
Advantages of this storage arrangement:  a.)  This will allow you to back up your image data onto CD-Roms and avoids the tremendous size of the Databases.  b.)  Generally after converting to 9.1 your rports32.mdb will be around 10 megabytes and the patient database will be about 1/3 to ½ the size it was before.  c.)  The LOADING and SAVING of large image files is 2 to 3 times faster than previously.  
9/26/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Multi-Schedule conflicts corrected.  Calendar weeks are now locked and un-locked by individual users.
8/27/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Quick Progress Notes and Discharge Summaries are now automatically added to the Batch print list box.
#2.  Scheduler listbox selection bug has been fixed.  
#3.  No current record in PatNew error fixed.
#4.  Draw Box picture can now be used and printed on Letters to Referring Docs and Discharge Summaries.
8/22/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  A NEW button has been added to the Main Working screen and the Progress Note screen under options called Serial Data.  This feature has been in the works for months and finally has arrived.  Clicking on the Serial Data button opens up a Data Grid.  You may drop down the Category Combo Box and select the DATA item you would like to display.  Clicking on the ACTIVATE checkbox will search the database for data entered for this category on this patient.  

The intended use is to track performance and out come data as well as Protimes, CEA, CA-125, Mammograms etc.  The System can be set up to have a default, ie, if the selected system was Colon and you were following the patient for colon cancer, you could set the default Colon.SDT file to bring up CEA, HGB, Colonoscopy and Stool Guaiac results.  If these were activated, when you print, Turbo-Doc would search the Serial Data database for the LAST ten entries that matched this data and display it on the print out.  

You may load the default for the particular SYSTEM selected, save the current changes and setup to the corresponding SYSTEM file for future use.  The data is also stored in the patient's visit and in the history.

New categories may be added by selecting the ADD/Edit Category button and making changes or additions as needed.

#2.  Loading and printing from the Draw box and also from the Review Chart has been enhanced and refined.
#3.  New PDF file OnLine Electronic Manual is available, contact us to download the same.
#4.  New Multi-Media Demo is available, contact us to download same.
#5.  New Help file is available, contact us to download same.
#6.  You may now purchase the scanning/import module OnLine and download it.
#7.  You may now purchase your Yearly Maintenance and Upgrade License OnLine. 

8/15/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Data loss when going from Gail risk model has been fixed. 

6/15/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  You may now store referring doctor cell phone, home phone and pager numbers in the Turbo-Doc PC database.  These will be HotSync’d onto your Palm Pilot.  
#2.  The referring Doctor list now is activated for TWO-WAY HotSync.
#3.  MedForm OnLine is now activated.  You can try out the 
   Utilities Menu and selecting MedForms OnLine.  The system is set up to allow you to demo the system.  If you register and update your system in TurboDoc, you will be able to have your patients register OnLine and this data will be available to DOWNLOAD and then Archive into Turbo-Doc.  
#4.  The WebPage has been updated and we have added an OnLine Store.  We are still working out the logistics, but you can now purchase your yearly maintenance and upgrade license as well as the Scanning Module at the OnLine store.
5/11/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Turbo-Doc for the Palm is now Password protected.  This feature is required.  DO NOT forget your password.  You will need to delete Turbo-Doc from off of the Palm and re-install an empty database.  
#2.  Data placed on the palm will be available to update Turbo-Doc on the PC, (enabling two way synchronization)  The new data you enter on the palm must be HotSync’ ed with the PC, then from the LOAD PATIENT screen you can the Import Palm => Turbo-Doc option under the Utility menu.  You may need to Re-Do your Hot Sync configuration settings in the Default area of Turbo-Doc.
5/2/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Add/Edit functionality of Op Notes now fully functional in the Quick Notes, Reports and Letters also.
#2.  MACRO for the Review of Systems is now fully customizable.
#3.  Palm Database Synchronization configuration can now be set to SYNC both directions.
4/5/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Improved Palm Pilot database manipulation.  Patients now sorted on last and first name.
#2.  Refinement of Palm Pilot features.    
3/14/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Database reliability much improved.  Glitch when writing op notes confuses the regular visit log repaired.
3/5/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Bug requiring multiple password retry entries on the second and third license of Turbo-Doc when the password feature is enabled is fixed.
2/26/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  You may now select up to 1500 patients and have them checked over the past 24 months.  If either maximum is reached first that will be the determining factor.
#2.  The palm now will export your referring doctor list with phone numbers for quick reference on the palm from within the Turbo-Doc for the Palm software.  You must set this option to ON in the defaults section.
#3.  If you have exported your schedule from Turbo-doc on to the palm, you can now select the patient, which will expand the text in the box and a NEW button (Hx) will display in the upper right corner.  Clicking on this will display the patient’s most recent history and physical data.  
#4.  Many upgrades to handle Windows XP color schemes are in process. 
1/29/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  Using this version of Turbo-Doc with the New Turbo-Doc Palm version (Date after 1/28/2002) you may select to add patients seen with in the last 9 months.  The number of patients transferred on the HotSync depends upon the number you set in the defaults section of Turbo-Doc (Now a maximum of 600 patients) and how many patients you have seen.  If you have seen 523 patients in the last 9 months, even though you have set the request for 600, only 523 will be transferred.    
1/21/2002 Features:  (32-bit version only)
#1.  The Quick Schedule is now available from the Quick Progress Notes, OpNotes, Letters and Reports sections.
#2.  When using the scheduler, the patients must be entered using the Drag and Drop feature as the records are retrieved using the Turbo-Doc internal Patient ID number.
#3.  Using the right mouse click on the Scheduler allows you to enter NON Patient appointments, such as Call schedule, Medical Staff and Department meetings for the active Doctor.   
#4.  You can now retrieve the Non Patient appointments for the active Doctor from the LOAD PATIENT screen by selecting the MY SCHEDULE option under schedule.
#5.  The Scheduler has made to stay synchronized with time display on the left to a better degree.  
#6.  The dropped appointments due to the 65535 patient ID number has been sorted out. 
#7.  Print formats for prescriptions in California and Massachusetts can now be set in the default section under printing options.
1/18/2002 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  The NOTES section has returned.  From the LOAD PATIENT screen you will see that the NEW button NOTES appears.  The NOTES button on the MAIN WORKING screen has also been activated.   If there is NO note they will be stationary.  If a note for this patient has been activated, the button will flash Black and white slowly.  Touching the button will display the note, specific to the patient.  
#2.  If the Urgent Note is written, it is generic across all patients and across all computers logged in for that doctor.  If the nurse writes an urgent note while Doctor A is activated, every computer that has Doctor A as the active doctor will see the Note button Flash Red.  Once the Urgent Note has been read, it can be deleted and the flashing red will go away.  
You may have an Urgent Note (generic) in addition to or without a patient note.  Also the Urgent note will not become active (flash red) unless there is some activity on the computer terminal that would change the screen, such as selecting a different patient.     
#3 The Picture button will also change color if there is a picture to be viewed. 
#4.   The Phone Number and E-mail drop down is now one box.   If the E-Mail is longer than the drop down box, you can position the cursor over the box and the tool tip will display the entire E-Mail address.
#5.  The Allergy box will flash on the MAIN WORKING screen if an allergy has been entered and it is different than the MACRO for Allergies.  
1/14/2002 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  From the reports area you can now print the Problem List and also print out a Health Summary, which includes the patients medications, their allergies, their past medical and past surgical history as you have it entered into Turbo-Doc.  This can be used as a summary sheet or printed and given to the patient for their reference.
#2.  Fixed last medication dropped on Print Medication List.
#3.  Undo editing while selecting  Insurance Company bug fixed.
1/10/2002 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Added the Quick Schedule to the Schedule option to show appointments for the currently selected patient.   Fixed moved appointment logging.
#2.  Fixed text wrap on Drawbox when using small text size (*.pic) images.
#3.  Fixed color set on the drawbox text and drawing tool.
#4.  Fixed undo editing on the patient demographic selected insurance company.
#5.  Decreased size of lines on the Print Medication list.
#6.  Additional Scripting work.  Op_Note section functional
1/03/2002 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  The breast Cancer Stage Calculator is now functional.
#2.  Print Medication list is now functional.
#3.  The Pen color and Text color used in the Paint Box is represented by the Color of the text on the Draw and Text button.
#4.  Quick progress notes now print out when selecting print entire chart in SOAP format.
#5.  Printer selection is now more accurate and functional.  (This is not obvious to the user, occurring behind the scene.)
#6.  Beginning of Export functionality.  (More to come)
#7.  Reports, Letters in the Review Chart section can now be printed like the Op Notes have been.  
12/08/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  You can now change the color or the text and the drawing tool in the DrawBox.
#2.  Saving files in the DrawBox are now compressed as JPegs.
#3.  You can now clear the TEXT and DRAWING without removing the underlying image.
#4.  You can select alternate GRAPHICS to import from the DrawBox.
#5.  Updating the Insurance Company data is now handled more smoothly. 
11/23/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Fixed Op_Note and Reports Draw boxes so they can be edited, saved, deleted and print also.  
11/21/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Fixed Review of systems dropped data on certain printers.  
#2.  You can now create a Bitmap (Must be named ClinicHeader.BMP) and place it in the customdata location directory.  If this files exists and you set the system to Print on Office Stationary, the ClinicHeader.BMP will be inserted at the top of your Office Consultations and Office History and Physicals.  The bitmap can be color but will only print on color printers.  Some printers are too slow to handle this data and may not be a good choice.
11/17/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Procedures performed can now be automatically added to the History portion, Past Surgical History when logged onto the Network and also transferred with the SPG files.  
#2.  The Palm and ConDuit are now automatically installed with the TD_PalmConDuit.Zip or TD_PalmConDuit.exe from the WebPage or by running the Setup.exe program included on the Newer TD CD-Rom under the TD_Palm folder.
#3.  You may also set the number of patients from 5 to 400 that will be moved.  
#4.  You may also set the HotSync configuration from the defaults screen.
11/7/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  You can now make additional Palm settings in the default including whether the transference of files occurs automatically or requires user approval.  
11/2/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Database save errors with improper dates on NT and 2000 machines corrected.
#2.  You can now BEAM your entire database.
#3.  Printing records from your Palm with appropriate Infra-Red printers is available.  You will need to run PalmPrint and configure your printer firsts.
1	You will need to purchase the PalmPrint software to avoid the nag on printouts.  www.StevensCreek.com ($39 US)
10/15/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1  Synchronization of the first 90 days of the Turbo-Doc schedule and the last 50 patients records with the Palm can now be enabled.   You can set the defaults to automatically write to the Synchronization database when Turbo-Doc program is closed.  You can manually force writing to the Synchronization database from the Sync2Palm menu item on the Schedule form.  
2	In order to use the Synchronization you need to extract the TD_PalmConDuit.exe (zip)  contents and run the Setup.exe.  This will properly configure the c:\Program Files\AppForge\Universal Conduit folder information..
3	This will place the necessary files in the Palm Add-In manager which will be updated on next Hot-Sync operation and allow setup and configuration of the ConDuits.  
4	You will be asked if you need help setting up the appropriate ODBC Data Source Name (DSN).  Select YES and follow the directions on the screen to set up the ODBC DSN.  The file needs to be called ‘TDPalmConDuit’ and you need to SELECT the c:\turbodoc\TD_Palm_Sched.mdb as the reference database to be SYNC’ed with.  Then complete the ConDuit Setup.  (Note the ConDuit setup only needs to be run when you wish to setup or change your ConDuit settings.   The DSN setup only needs to be RUN once.)   
5	When the Installation is complete, you can change the ConDuit settings by running the ConDuitConfig.exe program and changing settings.
6	You may need to Re-Install the TD_Palm_EMR.prc, the Palm_Pt.pdb, Palm_Visit.pdb, Palm_txt.pdb and the TD_Sched.pdb. 
#2.  Multi-Selecting patients to Archive utility bug fixed.
#2.  Wrong print date on Lab Tests corrected.

9/17/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1  Print to File added to the Print Patient Record menu options on the Load Patient Screen.
 
9/05/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1  The fifth vital sign, Pain Score Site A and Site B can now be entered from the Vital Sign area.  This can also be tracked and graphed on the Review Screen.  
#2.  Error 380 in the preview module screen fixed.  

9/02/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1  Patient Medical History can now be updated without CREATING a new record or CHANGING existing records.  

8/29/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1  Adds Medical Record Number to Op Notes if desired.
#2. Allows changing date on Op Notes, Letters, Reports etc from the Print screen

8/22/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Default Font ("Times New Roman") can be set in the TurboDoc.INI if needed.  You will have to hit the ACCEPT button at least once to get the proper code inserted into the TurboDoc.INI.
#2.  Double Clipboard values corrected.
#3.  Selected Text now correctly replaced with Keystrokes and Mouse Clicks data.  
#4.  Corrected Rx and Lab Test inserts into Op_Notes and Quick Notes.

8/17/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Printing and Exporting features have been adjusted to allow Post Script Printers to print Rich Text Format data in Times New Roman font (default), fixing the problem with Review of System and Op-Notes dropping text.  If you are loosing text on your print outs, go to the default screen and click on the Screen and Printer section.  Check the box, "My Printer Requires Alternate Fonts."
#2.  The 32 bit Scanning/Import Module bug repaired allowing Other categories to be created. 

8/14/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Additional corrections to the Batch Printing routines have been updated.
#2.  You may now have 20 hospital or clinics.
#3.  Additional fine tuning of the Template screen drop down lists.

8/11/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Additional corrections to the Batch Printing routines have been updated.
#2.  You may now add up to 100 items in the drop down lists on the Template screens.

8/2/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Additional options have been added to the Batch Printing for selecting patients to display.  
#2.  Additional fine tuning of the Scheduler and protocols.  Drop and Drag features improved.
#3.  Fine tuning the orders page and associated print outs to add signature to the bottom of each page that is printed.

7/26/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Additional options have been added to the Gail Risk Model to facilitate additional data entry, such as the first degree relatives and whether or not the patient is taking hormones.
#2.  The REPORTS section has been improved to allow more flexibility in creating reports, specifically letters to the doctor, the patient and to the insurance company.  #Ref_Address#, #PT_Name#, #Pt_Address# etc.
#3.  The 65535 Pt_Id error in the Scheduler and been repaired.  Existing appointments scheduled with this number will continue to be erratic, but should no longer be a problem as these expire.
#4.  The Template screen and specifically using the [Skip Intro] option has been repaired.
#5.  Bug fix on adding Lab and Rx data to the Plan.
 
5/19/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  From the utilities screen now you can select Force UnLock locked records.  Occasionally, especially after a database crash, a previously opened file may remain locked on the system.  Having all users exit Turbo-Doc and then re-starting would force UNLocking of locked records.  However in a large multi-user environment, this may not be feasible.  If you are certain that NO ONE is using the LOCKED file, you can go to the utilities screen and force UNLock the file.  If someone else is using the file, the may cause corruption of the database, so this feature should be used with caution.

5/12/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  From the utilities screen now you can select to perform basic database searches.  This feature has been enhanced to allow the users to search on three different parameters plus sort the results.  Although only a maximum of the first 200 characters will be returned for a particular field for display or printing, all other functionality is preserved.  The information returned from the database searches may be printed out on your default printer.  

5/6/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  You can now have System Specific exam files for HEENT, HEART, EXTREMITIES and NEUROLOGIC sections.  On the Drop Down Combo Box in the first list box the second choice is “SHOW SYSTEM” which toggles back and forth with “SHOW GENERIC”.  Clicking on Show System will display the file that has been created that is directly associated with the selected system.  Clicking on Show Generic will display the normal or usual list of exam options as per normal.

4/6/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Improved record locking on muti-user database access.
#2.  Printing and creating Prescriptions and ordering Lab test screens are improved.  
#3.  Loading of Patient Load screen is faster
#4.  Webpage is improved allowing Users to create and save their own personal information as well as password data and etc.
  
3/3/2001 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  Many behind the scenes improvements have been made to ensure the stability of the product on NetWorks with improve record locking routines.
#2.  1/2 and 1/4 typed in will be converted to single character representations of these values.
#3.  There is now a scaleed down version of Turbo-Doc available for the Palm, (TDoc_EMR) which will be available on the web site soon.  There is no connectivity between Turbo-Doc EMR and the Turbo-Doc Palm.
#4.  Improved and enhanced Schedule functionality.

10/19/2000 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  In Vital Signs you can now calculate the Glascow Coma Scale and Adult Trauma Score.  The results or the results and entries can be pasted into your Vital Sign Area.
#2.  The Gail Breast Cancer Risk model results or results and entries can be pasted into the currently active box.
#3.  The E/M coder now will now suggest codes that MIGHT be appropriate.

10/14/2000 Features:  (32 bit version only)
#1.  If you select the system BREAST the HPI phrases will display the selection Calculate the Gail Breast Cancer Risk, or if you select the system breast or if the patient is female, the IMPRESSION second listbox will also display the selection ‘Calculate Gail Breast Cancer Risk’.  Choosing this option from the HPI or the Impression will take you to the ‘Gail Breast Cancer Risk form’.  Fill out the form and the 5 year Cancer Risk will be calculated.
#2.  Also if you select breast, the option to ‘Calculate Breast Cancer Stage’ from will be displayed.  This option only appears in the impression when the system is Breast.  You  may also enter this phrase ‘Calculate Breast Cancer Stage’ to the Add Impression of any system in the Impression area.
#3.  You can now select the 1st Report button on the MAIN WORKING SCREEN and complete the doctors first report and also print out a Work Status report.
#4.  Print glitches when selecting Office Consult and Hospital Consult from the ORDERS screen is fixed. 
#5.  The SCHEDULER works with varying appointment lengths set in the default section.  
#6.  You may now add up to 3 different appointment to each appointment time slot.
#7.  You may drag patient names to the Scheduler appointment Calendar, or by selecting a time and RIGHT mouse clicking you can create other appointments, such as meetings, luncheons etc.
#8.  The find appointment time works for all times.

08/14/2000 Features:
#1.  Fixes the bug that prevented Gateway computers from storing user demographics correctly.
#2.  Smoother listing of problem lists on Discharge Summaries.
#3.  Improved Archiving routines when bringing computer data back to the server.

06/11/2000 Features:
#1.  Fixes a bug that did not import the carriage returns in operative notes created away from the server that are then imported.
  
05/25/2000 Features:
#1.  If you enter a height and weight on a patient the BMI (body mass index) will automatically be calculated for the patient.  This can then later be tracked and graphed in the REVIEW CHART section.

05/16/2000 Features:
#1.  Double capping words like THi are now autocorrected to Thi.
#2.  On the START SCREEN and LOAD PATIENT screen, the Helps have been beefed up to include, HOW DO I..., Online Manual, Run the Multi-Media Demo and Whats New.  (Will display for you to read this READTHIS.RTF file if it is placed in the c:\turbodoc\pat_Ed directory).

05/06/2000 Features:
#1.  The HPG Import has been improved.
#2.  Turbo-Doc will now automatically Capitalize after typing a period as well as double space.  If a comma is the last item in the line, you can type a period and it will replace the comma.

03/02/2000 Features:
#1.  The Pre-Op Dx is now picked up from the last Consult or H and P if you ranked these items with the #1. #2 etc.

02/07/2000 Features:
#1.  Many users fail to select a system, which is needed to properly populate the list boxes.  When entering the Chief Complaint area, Turbo-Doc will prompt you to enter a system if no system has been selected.  
#2.  The REFRESH DATA button now updates the yellow drop down list to the left on the LOAD PATIENT screen if you are in multi-user mode on a Network.

01/26/2000 Features:
#1.  In the Data Reveiw section new entries, Joint CT scan: Joint X-Ray: and Spine X-Ray have been added.  Under the Joint CT, MRI, X-Ray you can now select from the drop down list box
the specific area for the X-ray and it will scroll you to that area.  See the 1/23/2000 features. 

01/23/2000 Features:
#1.  On the HEENT, HEART, EXTREMITY and NEURO exam a drop down combo box will appear on the left above the left most list box.  Additional phrases will also be added to you custom data files.  Things added (see HEENT) on the drop down box include, EYE Exam, Ear Exam, Nose Exam and etc.  Dropping down the box and selecting EYE Exam will take you to the EYE EXAM: section.  (This is similar to the A,B,C buttons under medications.  This will allow the user to make more complex sections and quickly go to them rather than scrolling to them.  Selecting GOTO EXAM will return you to the top of the list box, select EYE Exam will take you to the EYE EXAM: etc. 

12/10/1999 Features:
#1.  The occasional drop of items when Archiving HPG and SPG files has been fixed.
11/16/1999 Features:
#1.  The #HPI# and #DATA_REV# and #INDICATIONS# now find the most recent entry for this item.
10/16/1999 Features:
#1.  In the IMPRESSION area you may now select "next #" which will automatically increment the next impression number and insert it where the cursor is positioned.  The "next #" and other numbers you select will check to make sure that the text in front of the current cursor position has a period, if not it will automatically be inserted.  The intent is to decrease the number of keystorkes you enter.  This will work up to problem list #15.
#2.  If  you use voice recognition in the MAIN WORKING screen you may now use the command "MACRO" to click on the MACRO entry on the list box of  those areas that have a macro.  You may alos use the combined keystroke ALT M to click the button.
#3.  The screen height of the list boxes in the MAIN WORKING screen no longer shortens when the onscreen keyboard is activated.    
#4.  Previoiusly if you Added a VISIT and the most recent visit was a not a CONSULTATION or HISTORY and PHYSICAL you could not import the entire record.  The feature has been changed.  You will now be given the option to scan all prior visits until you located a visit type of  CONSULTATION or HISTORY and PHYSICAL.  You may then import this information.  You need to make certain that the information correspond with current information.  
10/6/1999 Features:
#1.  In procedure notes you may now select #INDICATIONS# and #FINDINGS#.  These items should be added to the top of the page, #INDICATIONS# followed by #FINDINGS# then on the next line the description of the procedure.  This feature only works on procedure notes.  #INDICATIONS# will insert the heading "Surgical Indications:" then add the HPI if the last visit was a consultation or history and physical examination.  #FINDINGS# will automatically insert the words "Findings:" above the description of the procedure allowing you to fill out this information as needed.   
#2.  In the Scheduler, if you have maintained a numbered (#1. #2) etc problem list, these will be available as pop up windows when scheduling patients for follow up and etc.
8/30/99 Features:
#1.  You may now select and print patient information sheets from the procedure note and reports section.
#2.  The password function has been repaired.
8/20/99 Features:
#1.  You may now left click on the xxxx variable placed in quick notes, write to patient, write to Doctor, Discharge summaries and Reports to have a pop up list box appear.  You may click on the ADD/EDIT List to add additional word and phrases to the list box.  These words and phrases are SYSTEM specific.  You may also select CLOSE to hide the list box.  (In the 32 bit version the xxxx will be highlighted in blue but work similarly.)  You may also hide the list box by left clicking anywhere else on the text box text except the xxxx variable.
#2. The problem with HPG files and commas has been taken care of.  New HPG files will now be <TAB> delimited rather than commas, plus the code has been changed to virtually exclude the entry of commas.  Older HPG files will not be affected and may still be read in if they are correct (i.e., they do not have commas in the demographic portion.  When saved they will be converted to the <TAB> delimited versions)

8/3/99 Features:
#1.  If you are the primary registered user, you may now go to the password section and enable the password.  You will be asked for your password.  After entering it, from then on, whenever you load Turbo-Doc or change doctors (in multi-user modes) you will be required to enter a password.  After enabling the password feature, all other doctors using the system will be required to enter a password before continuing.  The password must be at least 3 characters in length.  To change to different doctors, you will have to know the password for that doctor.  Only the registered user can disable the password system once it is enabled.  The registered physician will be required to enter the password to disable the password system.  et these up you need to be in advanced mode and be the Registered Physician.  
Once enabled, you will need your password to change to a new password or to disable the password option.  To help you remember your password and to liimit tech support problems with the password, there will be a $50 credit card charge to recover your system if you forget your password and can not get back into your system.
#2.  You can now select to skip blank entries on the order forms at the time of print out.
#3.  To set up the Fax device, go to the Patient Records Menu on the Load Patient Screen.  Select Print Patient Records and then select Set Default Fax Device.  This feature only works if you have a Fax device already installed on your computer.
#4.  In 32 bit version, the primary and secondary insurance companies can now be stored and the information selected from the drop down button on the screen.  
#5.  Problems with the Batch Printing have now been fixed.
#6.  The HelpFile is being redone and will be included with future upgrades.
#7.  Changes in the way the referring Doctor information is handled if the old file contained information different than what is current for this Doctor has been updated.
#8.  The problem with clinic and printing in the walk in clinic mode has been fixed.

3/16/99 Features:
#1.  With appropriate changes to the Turbodoc.ini file you can now display the patients birthdate, employer name and phone number, primary insurance carrier name and phone number.  Set the DEMOGRAPHICS_PRN=SEIB where S=Primary Treating Physician's Report, E=Employer name and phone number inserted, I=Primary Insurance company name and phone number inserted, B=insert patients birthdate.  (This will be customized further in the 32 bit version)
#2.  Print outs with photographs no longer overwrite Doctors name with extended Degree Names.
#3.  Address information now printed on the patients RX and Lab request slips.
12/11/98 Features:
#1.  Whenever you create an impression and you separate the impressions with the #1., #2. etc. these will be displayed later when you attempt to create a discharge summary.  When you first enter the impression field in the main working screen that is empty, the '#1.' will automatically be entered.
#2.  The opening screen on a discharge summary will now display the last impression items as well as the acute and chronic problems, assisting you in selecting the appropriate discharge topic.  When you accept, if you had previously created diagnostic impressions #1. #2. etc. these will automatically be inserted into your admitting and discharge diagnosis.  You may then edit them ad needed.
#3.  The bug that affected the demographics when archiving HPG files has been addressed and fixed.
#4.  When you edit the TET template files, you may enter the [SKIP INTRO] and the default information on 
the top HPI portion of the template will be left off.

11/21/98 Features:
#1.  The bug that would occasionally change the insert location when selecting off of the listboxes in the main working screen has been fixed.
#2.  The registered users demographics system has been changed to allow the DEANUM and the additional degrees to work smoother has been completely re-done.  You may need to go to the demographics on each registered doctor and re-enter the data.  If you are on a network, this will be available accross the network so you only need to update the system once.
#3.  The date, time and TD_CMPTR is now confined to one line and is smaller.

10/31/98 Features:
#1.  You may now go to the demographics area of the defaults screen and change the active registered physicians additional degrees.  (i.e., if you wish to add FACS, FACOG, PhD. etc.)  These will now print out on the bottom of the page under your signature.  You may also leave this area blank
#2.  The scheduler is closer to being implimented.  
#3.  The visit date is now printed on the top of continuation pages when more than one page is utilized.

10/23/98 Features:
#1.  You can now correct doctor data that does not match the database when adding new visits.  You will 
be notified during the addition of a new visit that the doctor listed does not match available referring doctors in the database.  This occurs if you update a referring doctors name or if you delete a referring doctor.
#2.  The scheduler is being brought on line.  This has not been completed and should not be relied upon to schedule patients at this time.  I will be completed in the near future.

9/29/98 Features:
#1.  If you use the words Subjective: Objective: Assessment: or Plan: in your quick progress notes, these
will automatically be changed to bold font on print outs.  NOTE:  In the database, Assessment: has been occasionally misspelled in the past, (incorrect spelling is Assesment:)  This form needs to be corrected in your Quick Notes.  You can identify the print outs which are misspelled as it will not be placed in Bold font.

#2.  You can now add #HPI# and #DATA_REV# to the quick notes.  This will search back in the previous patient visits and will import data from the most recent visit which was an Hospital Consult, Hospital H & P, Office Consult or Office H & P.  This will assist in discharge summary creation.  As in all records, you should make certain that this is the information that you actually want as Turbo-Doc has no way of determining whether the information goes with the current discharge.  The assumption is that you admitted them to the hospital (thus needing a discharge) as a consultation or history and physical done on Turbo-Doc.  

#3.  The Tracker module now works.  It will evaluate the entries in the Health Maintenace list, (ie, Type and fequency of test as well as age to start and age to stop testing) and then scan the tracker module.  If the test exists and is the appropriate time limit, no entry will be made.  If the time limit has expired or the test has not been ordered it will be placed on the top of the tracker list with the "Date Due" set to NOW and will be in RED.

#4.  From the load patient screen you can click on the list of Tracked entries and it will take you to the tracker module.  You may delete prior tests or order tests that are "DUE NOW" by moving to the right of the tracker list and clicking on the appropriate button.

#5.  On the Quick Note scetion, the Procedure or Report Note section of the Discharge Summary section you can now drop down the OPTIONS menu and select ORDERS.  Additional selections include, ADMIT, DISCHARGE, POST OP INPATIENT and POST OP OUTPATIENT, to better match the types of orders you wish to enter.

9/17/98 Features:
#1.  The discharge summary now works better, the pick list for discharge problems is moved to the bottom of the page for better functionality.
#2.  When selecting orders from the Quick Note, Procedure or Report screen, (under the option menu) you can now select <admit orders>, <discharge orders>, <post op Inpatient orders> and <post op Outpatient orders>.  The formating on the orders form will be different and you can now edit the file that will be automatically inserted after the listing of the patients medications.  These files are stored in the custom data location.  [Admit.pet], [discharg.pet], [postop_i.pet] and [postop_o.pet] respectively.  You may edit these files when you are in the orders form by selecting the <Edit Orders File> button.  The previously described [postop.pet] has been replaced by these four files and is no longer used..
#3.  The formatting of some of the pages has been improved.  Subjective, Objective, Assessment and Plan are now placed  in BOLD type font.

9/5/98 Features:
#1.  When you select Orders from the Write Procedure Note and or Write Reports, you will be able to write POST-OP notes rather than admission notes.  Standard phrases will automatically be inserts from the POSTOP.PET file stored in the CUSTOMDATALOC$ for each Doctor.  This file may be edited.

#2.  Minor fixes with the write prescriptions etc in the discharge summary have been completed.

#3.  Problems with updating the Medical Record Number and etc. when archiving has been repaired.

#4.  When archiving records you may now print a report of the data that has been archived for your office staff to know what you have been up to.

8/22/98 Features:
#1.  The DOI (date of injury) is displayed on the heading of each form with the calculated days between the injury and the visit day.  If this information is saved into the database, it will be carried forward for future visits.  You can turn it off by clearing the date of injury in the same manner you inserted it.

#2.  CASE #, is now an option on the demographics sheet and if filled out will also print out on the reports, similar to or in addition to the medical record number.

8/21/98 Features:
#1.  The Tracker module is nearly complete.  

#2.  You may now select patient lists based upon SYSTEM and by INCOMPLETE.  Incomplete is changed to complete when the record is printed.  If the record is not completed, but you print it out, it will be flagged as completed.  The number displayed is limited to the top 200.  Drop down the LASTNAME combobox on the LOAD PATIENT SCREEN.

#3.  The Template is now active in the REVIEW CHART screen.  You may edit the Template on the fly by selecting the edit template button.  You must be editing or creating a new file.  Also, for the Template to work, you must create and save the template file and you need to insert the verbiage #TEMPLATE#  into the text by selecting it from the Variables list.

#4.  Prescription and Lab tests that are printed out from the REVIEW CHART or DISCHARGE SUMMARY screen are now inserted into the text if printed, or you will be asked to insert if not printed.  (This is the way it works in the main working screen.)

#5.  You may elect to display Health Maintenance Items in the tracker box by selecting this option in the DEFAULTS screen.

#6.  All HPG and SPG files are now stored in the \BAK subdirectory.

#7.  Larger datafields are now handled better.

8/1/98 Features:
#1.  The Tracker module is more functional.  You can display the Tracker grid and click on it to take you to the area where you can mark as returned and mark as signed off. You can also delete erroneous Tracker items from here.  The Tracker needs to be turned on in the defaults area.  Once on, lab tests that you order will be tracked.  This required a change in the labstest.pet file to display the type of test [chem] [cbc] [ekg] and [h/m] for health maintenance.  These will be displayed, but are not printed on your lab requests.

#2.  Prescriptions now include dispense as written and may substitute lines.  

#3.  The program checks for valid doctors.  When importing a prior patient visit the referring doctor is brought with it.  If you have deleted this doctor or changed the doctors  demographics (NAME) you will be notified and you can update the changes in the demographic area.

The maximum number of referring doctors for the system has been increased to 2000.

#4.  When editing in the REVIEW CHART area, (quick progress notes, op notes etc.) a new 'select variables' list box is present.  This will allow you to quickly select the  variables that you want to insert into your text.  Position the cursor where you wish the new variable to appear and click on the variable in the list box.  Notice the addition of #entire HX#, #PMH#, #INJ_DATE#, #PROB_LIST# etc.  If these variables have been entered, they will be inserted into the text.

#PROB_LIST#, when inserting this into your quick progress notes, discharge summaries of letters to the doctor, it will force display of a yellow listbox in the right upper hand corner.  You can click on the items on this list box to insert into your text.  The list box may be moved by right mouse clicking on the box and dragging it where you want.

The #TEMPLATE# is not functioning as of yet.

#5.  Data Review:  Changes have been made to the list on the left. (Brain scans rather than head) and spine has been added.

#6.  Date of Injury:  You can now set and track the date of injury in the history of present illness area.  When you are editing the record, select the ONSET SYMPTOMS and click on 'The date of injury was'.  You can then enter the date of injury.  You will be asked if you want to save this to the database.  The form header will display DOI: and the injury date. If you select #INJ_DATE# in your quick notes, this date will automatically be inserted.

#7.  The problem with occasionally being asked to update birthdays when they exist has been corrected.

#8.  Discharge Summary problems fixed.


6/10/98 Features:

#1. Tracker:  This feature will allow you to track all lab/procedure tests that you choose using the Lab module.  You need to turn it on in the default screen.  Tracker has 3 options.  Automatically track all, Ask if want to track and no track.  The red items are 20 days over due, the blue are 10 days over due and the  yellow ones are pending.  You can click on the Tracker grid to open up the grid where data can be modified and signed off.  This is still under development.  You can now select to display the home phone or work phone from the load  patient screen.  
#2. Allergies are now show on the load patient screen.
#3. The ICD 9 code and CPT codes can now be added in the problem list.
#4. The Data Review section now updates correctly and you can add/edit the center list box for most items on the left list box.
#5. The phone number on the load patient screen now drops down to include work phone number.

5/26/98 Features:
#1.  The Write orders now complies with Medicare and HCFA guidelines for labs.
#2.  You can now set the custom databases and the custom data files location by browsing to them and selecting them from a list.  This is accomplished in the DEFAULTS area by selecting add/edit database and custom file locations.

5/12/98 Features:
#1. You may now search for patients on the load patient screen by dropping down the last name combo box.  You can search by active patients, active patients for selected doctor, variable days ago (this feature will only work on patient  files that are added or changed since this update), you may search by Patient ID number or Medical record number.
#2. Fields HPI, PMH, ROS, IMP and PLAN fields have been increased to un-limited.  All others are increased to 2400 characters except the Chief Complaint which is still limited to 150 characters.
#3. The load patient screen updates faster, only noticeable on slower computers.

4/23/98 Features:
#1.  You can now add to the central list box in the DATA REVIEW SCREEN.  You must select an item in the list box on the left first.
#2.  The load time on non Pentium machines in the ROS and PMH is now faster.
#3.  You can now write REPORTS  in addition to op notes.
#4. Maintaining problem lists is now easier, you can combine problems by dragging a new item to an existing item on a line and they will be added together.
#5.  The BBS has been replaced with our WEBPAGE  www.turbodoc.com.

3/13/98 Features:
#1.  Problem lists more functional.  
#2.  You can toggle the flag in the PRINT area from the Main Working Screen and the PRINT area from the ORDERS screen to automatically display the problem lists so you can update problems while they are fresh on you mind and you are waiting for print outs.
#3.  The GU exam for Males and Females is now different and update different.
#4.  The dropped letter when editing in NOTEPAD has been resolved.

2/24/98 Features:
#1.  If you are running in 600x800 you will see changes.  The load patient screen has been enlarged and re-formed.  The Turbo-Doc logo (picture) box will now display patient photographs if you add them.  You will need the newer scan_module in order to automatically insert them.  It really does work well. Best if you set the pixels at 300x200 and the colors at 16 rather than 24.  With the scanning module you can use a digital camera or the usual scanner.  It is nice to see the face when doing the data.  You can toggle the pictures off or on but obviously if they don't exist you will see the Car logo rather than the
patient.
#2.  You need to run the upgrade for this version as there is an added field in the database.  Slower machines will not give you the performance if you are displaying the pictures for obvious reasons.  Any Pentium should work reasonably well if you are not short on memory.  
#3.  You can now toggle on and off the Problem List and Wellness Lists.  The wellness list are still under construction and not being used at this time but this feature is coming.

1/28/98  Features:
Turbo-Doc now scans your reports and compares them with the E/M code requirements.  It will give you a visual demonstration of the service provided, but you need to make the final judgment as the subjective components of severity, complicated nature can not be addressed. 

12/23/97  Features:
Fixes the incompatibility of the mhglbx.vbx file with Windows 95.

12/11/97 Features:
#1.  The largest change is that this upgrade no longer requires pen 4 windows.  Pen 4 Windows is optional.  If you have it, it will be used, it not the Pen calls will be ignored. 
#2.  You now can select problem lists and additional databases from the load patient screen.  You also have more OPTIONS on the quick chart screen. You can install the associated databases, medications, ICD9 and CPT  databases of your choice in the defaults screen.  If you select a FAX machine as a printer and it contains the word FAX you can set that as your default FAX-Device automatically.

9/1/97 Features:
When you add a visit you now have 3 additional choices.  You may now choose to write progress notes, write a letter to a referring doctor or write a discharge letter.  You may have multiple and varying progress notes or letters formatted and stored based upon the selected system.  These are selected and then may be edited as needed.  You may also use optional voice recognition in this area also. 

The chart review now comes as a QUICK Chart Review which allows easy on line review of prior records as well as quick pasting of data from old records to current record. 

6/13/97 Features:
The *.ttt files now contain ICD9 codes which help you to automatically code impressions #2. #3. and etc.

This is also helpful when signing out as the codes are there for adding to walk out statements as well as creating updates for problems lists.

You may elect to delete the codes from your print outs by changing the flag in the defaults screen.

Statistics has been moved to an ABOUT TURBO-DOC box which shows up under HELP on LOAD PATIENT screen menu bar.

On batch printing you may now elect to print out the entire record.  The best option is to place the patients name in office soap and then from the "begin Print" screen select print multiple SOAP's per page and select to Print ENTIRE record.

(Note in the batch print screen when your database gets too large, you will not be able to select all of the patients from the show all patients.  This will be modified in later updates. 

4/18/97  Features:
Now when you enter the PAST MEDICAL HISTORY/REVIEW OF SYSTEMS/SOCIAL HISTORY screens and they are empty, the TEMPLATE (new feature) SCREEN for these portions of the MEDICAL RECORD will be displayed.  If these portions of the MEDICAL RECORD are not empty then the usually screens will be displayed.  These files may be edited with similar rules as the Template.txt describes.  The file names are past.ttt/review.ttt and social.ttt.  (The usual template files end in the extension *.tet) This will allow multiple selections of items for these features.

If you are working on a MALE patient, the BREAST category will be skipped and ABDOMEN will be displayed when pressing the NEXT button.  You can still return to the BREAST area by selecting the BREAST category button.

There are now new changes to the risks screen and the format.

The SPC button works.

There are further refinements to the write to doctor, write to patient write procedure notes.

3/12/97  Features:
The function keys, f2-f12 hit the first 11 buttons on the left side of the screen.  The next 12 Shift f1-f12 hit the next 12 and the last 12 are hit by pressing Control f1-f12.  

You may now specify multiple sub-directories on the same computer for different Doctors.  ie  Doctor A and Doctor B can each have separate customized data and medication lists on the same computer.  Select the doctor, then go to defaults and write changes to disk. This will make a new heading in the turbodoc.ini file [doctor A] and under this heading will be the specific defaults for this doctor.  Create a new directory under Turbodoc for the doctors files.  Ie c:\turbodoc\doc_A   and C:\turbodoc\doc_b.
Copy all of the files that the extension ends in T to the new sub-directory such as DOC_A  
<copy c:\turbodoc\*.??t c:\turbodoc\DOC_A>
Then change the custom_data_location in the turbodoc.ini to reflect this new location.
[DOCTOR A]
<Custom_Data_location=C:\TURBODOC\DOC_A>

You may insert the following text into the write to patient, write to doctor write procedure notes to assist with correct formatting.  #date#    will insert the date at that location.
#HIS/HER#  will insert his or her based on patients gender at that location.  #HIM/HER#    same
#HE/SHE#     same

The risk screen now combines the selected system risks and generic risk  phrases.  The MACRO unfortunately can not be edited with in Turbo-DOC.  You may edit it if you want in notepad.  RISKS.MET is the file name.  You may add phrases to the generic list and to the selected system risk.

If you have not been advised to update and try this, use it at your own risk.  You must have updated your system with the most recent UPGRADE.EXE files found in this directory on BBS.

This version represents major revisions and significant changes.  The list of patients in the load patient screen drop down has been increased to 10.  You now view the demographic from the Patient Information Screen.  The patients phone number is listed in the Patient Visit Profile area of the load patient screen.  The selection of patients is much faster and does not need to be refreshed in the multi-user environment.  You may select patients by typing in the entire last name and a coma and portion of the first name.  (i.e.  SMITH,I would take you to patient Ivy Smith, whereas typing SMITH would take you to the first smith in the list)

Spell Checking is much faster, almost instantaneous even on 486 33 mmhz  machines.  The spell suggestions needs to be turned on (default screen and be sure to write changes to disk.) and spelling enabled.

The dictionary is very complete but I would appreciate it if you would upload any of your custom dictionaries CUSTOM.DIC so that I can check these words and insert them into the main dictionary.  This way your spelling will be even faster when the dictionary is complete.

The new version allows multiple print out of SOAP notes on the same page.   Batch print mode now has a check box if you have SOAP notes to print.  This will allow you to print out the days work on sticky backed sheets of all the visits to cut and paste in the patients chart.  This feature is found in the drop down menu on the load patient screen.

You may also print out all the patients visits from the drop down menu on load patient screen.  Select print patient records and then choose print all visits.  (You must have selected a patient)  When asked if you want to print them as formatted, select no and Turbo-Doc will print them as SOAP notes in chronological order. 

Also you can now select the TEXT colors for the filled and empty buttons on the main working screen.  This is done in the Default screen.  
This version also has been enabled to accept E-mail and Scanned images.  This feature however is only enabled by purchasing the Turbo-Doc Import Module.

Write Procedure Notes, Write to Patient and Write to Doctor option is now available from the chart review area.  These items can use pre-formatted  text which you may edit and save for future needs.

New BBS modem at Turbo-Doc, runs at speeds up to 33.6.

Turbo-Doc can also now be enabled with Voice Recognition.  This is very functional, contact Turbo-Doc for additional features and updates.  

After this version of Turbo-Doc with new spelling installation is complete you may remove the mhsp_aem.dic from the Turbo-Doc directory and save yourself over 500 Kb.  Don't do this until you are sure the new one is  working well for you.  You should set the automatic suggestions to "ON" in the default screen.

Comments of suggestions may be left at the mgss60e@prodigy.com

Thanks,


Lyle Hunt, M.D.
Turbo-Doc Medical Record Systems.



